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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Votamt Number 67

Holland, Mkhifan, Thuraday, September

Next Tuesday
Important To

Instructions
Mayor Henry Geerlings opened
the meeting with prayer. Aldermen
Henry Ketel, and Edward Brouwer

New

Given On

8,

[ews Items Taken Prom the Files of
Holland City News Sixty, Fifty, Forty,

MEAN

JOBS

HAPPINESS

1938

Mrs. Mary Wilms
Passes At 88 Yrs.

THE COST OF MAINTAINING
LIBRARY-MUSEUM

Angle Parking
Again Has 'Ears

Cost of upkeep of a new building for the Holland Public Library
and the Netherlands Museum would
were absent.
add but little to the city budget,acLARGE DELUGE OF BALLOTS
* • •
PRIMARY LAW NOW PROVIDES
cording to a study of the figures
EXPECTED IN HOLLAND
Council was informed through a
Beloved
Lady
Has
Been
Closely
THAT NO VOTER NEED DISnow availablethe HistoricalRec- CITY ATTORNEY SAYS STATE
communicationfrom the board of
DEPARTMENT DOES NOT
Identified
With
Holland
History
ords Survey commissionstates.
Holland Has Local PropositionBe- public works that the board had
CLOSE PARTY AFFILIATION
SIXTY YEARS AGO TODAY
what is known as Van Raalte creek.
WANT COOPERATION
idea Voting for State Legisla- decided to name the new municiThe present overhead of the Liand Oril War
• • •
John Van Appledoorn has the letbrary includes $600 rent for space
tive and County Ticket in
Attorney
Arend
Visscher
of
HolBUT DICTATION <
pal plant to be built here, the
ting of this job. Note: These
Instructionsas to the secret priBoth Parties
James De Young Electric Plant’’ mary ballot,to be used at the land, who is quite a horticulturist, bridges are still out East 16th St GREAT MOTHER LOVE WAS in the City Hall and $125 for light
water. The Museum's expens- Want Appraisersto Make Now Apin honor of Mr. De Young, super- coming primary election Sept 19 as well as lawyer; took home a way, near the Van Slooten farm at
SHOWN BY MRS. WILMS AT and
Holland is destined to witness a
es are at the rate of approximately praisal of Our House Property
intendent of the board of public for the first time, are being sent peach picked in an orchard near the i the bottom of the hill. The highway THE DEATH OF HER FIRST
lively primary next week Tuesday
$1,375 a year, includingrent, light
village of Zeeland measuring eleven
For $4,750
when the polls are opened in six works. Upon suggestion of Aid. to the Ottawa county precinctsby inches in circumference.Mr. Via- is lined with trees on both sides. SON IN WHICH A HICKORY and water and miscellaneous exKleis, a roll call vote was taken in William Wilds, county clerk, as auIt is about 24 miles east of the
wards from 7 a. m. until 6 p. m.
pense*. This is a total of $2,000
scher has an orchard near his
TREE FIGURED
Common council Wednesday
Some score or more of candidates the matter and all aldermen voted thorized by Leon D. Case, secre- home, south of this city. Note: city limits.
per year overhead for the two in“yea” on the proposition.Aid. tary of state.
night turned “thumbs down” on a
have been campaigning from house
stitutions
in
their
present
inadeThat
is
now
State
St.
since
the
From
Hone
Church,
at
2
o'clock
stated that the board should
proposal from the state highway
house, getting folks interested,Kleis
.
The secret primary law provides limits was extended up to the Alle- THIRTY YEARS *AGO TODAY this Thursday afternoon, funeral quate quarters.
department to “cooperato” with
state candidateshave been here and !?
that no voter need to disclose his
The
maintenance
coats
would
Ingan
county
boundary
line.
rites
were
held
for
Mrs.
Mary
Ellen
A. J. Klomparensand Mr. Kolthe
state department to enforce
have given public addresses in tion. No more fitting tribute could party affiliationat the polls.
clude
Janitor
service
at
$2,040
a
Wilms, who died in her 88th year
voord, Sr., owners of the dam in
Centennial Park and at the Wo- be found to honor Mr. De Young.
parallelparking insteadof angle
Voters are instructed to vote one
at her home at 268 River Avenue year; supplies and repairs.$260;
He
could not be compensatedin
The
Classis
of
the
Reformed
Hamilton, are buildinganother anman’s Literary Club, and undoubtparking in the downtown area. In
ticket only. Each voter is handed
any other way.” He added that a set of ballots, bearing the same Synod of Holland was in session nex to tneir water power, using where she has lived since her com- light and water, $260; fuel, $700, or
edly all this will be reflected in the
communicationreceivedfrom R.
s
total
of
$3,240.
Thus,
the
net
ining
here
in
1871.
Mrs.
Wilms
passeven were another type of compennumber who go to the polls and
numbers, and stapled together in and after admitting J. Hoekje to stone and cement
Hefron, engineer of traffic of
crease
in
maintenance
would
be
$lr
ed
away
peacefully
at
5:45
Monsation offered, Mr. De Young the upper left hand corner. Upon the ministry it adjourned.Note:
,
the state highway department,
William Wichers and sons of day, Labor Day morning, and at
However, there is another pro- would not accept,and he also paid entering the booth, the voter, while He was the father of Miss Hanna
Considering also that removal councilwas promised assistancein
her bedside were her two sons, Ostribute to Mr. De Young’s remarkposal for which there has been inconcealed from view, shall detach Hoekie, on the faculty of the local Zeeland have received the contract
establishing'.*regulated driving
car
B.
Wilms
and
Oliver N. Wilms. of the library would make available
able service record to the city of
schools.
to furnish the material for the new
tone in the city. Hefron’s propostensive campaigning by a large
his party ticket and vote it by
in the City Hall needed office space
She
can
be
considered
one
of
our
Holland as public works superinparsonage of the First Reformed
al was read to council by City
group. The newspapers have been
making a cross in the square at
early pioneers, having seen this for the Board of Public Works or
tendent. Mayor Geerlings spoke the left of the names of such canThe general estimate for assess- church of that place.
Clerk Oscar Peterson.
filled with what the propositionis
other
city
departments,
worth
$500
community
grow
up
from
the
ashes
very highly of the resolutionand
to be, and meetings have been held
Aid. Cornelius Kalkman urged
didates as he may desire to vote ment to make up the budget for the
a
year,
the
cost
would
then
shrink
and
ruins
of
the
big
fire
of
’71
added
his vote to the unanimous
that council “help the state for the
at the city hall, explainingthe profor, but in no case for more can- vear and compared with the year
The marriage of Miss Aleta Mae
to
a
net
of
$740.
which swept the city from end to
decision of the aldermen.
safety of the public” and suggesposal of a joint Library and Mudidates for any office than is indi- before is as follows:
Fairbanks and Howard Herald Lane
• • •
end.
1877
f YvtVT
WfVTT ted “cooperation,”since this is the
seum. There has been plenty of
cated under the title of such ofoccurred at the home of the bride
Reporting on behalf of council’s fice.
General
Fund...
$1,200.00
$
1,746.60
Mrs.
Wilms
was
closely
identistate highway department's second
instructionand information given
on West 13th St., Rev. N. T. Jenpublic lighting committee,Aid.
On Tuesday, September 18. the request to change the parking setSchool
3,830.00 4,940.68
fied with Holland’ssocial life, with
and the voters are thoroughly conHe may, however, vote for any Fire Fund ........ 900.00 600.00 kens officiating.Mr. Lane is indenregular
fall
session
of
the
Classis
Kalkman
stated that the parking
up here. Aid. Arthur Drinkwater
versant as to whether they will vote
tified with the Bush & Lane Piano church work, and community enof Greyhound buses at the Grey- person whose name is not printed Poor Fund ........ 900.00 2,800.00
terprise for more than 65 years. of Holland, Reformed Church in supported Kalkman’smotion.
Co.
for or against this proposal put to
on
the
ballot
by
inserting
such
hound station at Seventh St. and
8th St. Imp ..... 1,620.00 1,700.00
She came to this city with her America, will be held at Bethel ReCity Attorney Elbern Paraons
a vote ot the people recently by the
name in such manner as shall
Common Council. All these mat- Central Ave. is a serious menace to make it a substitute for any name River St. Imp. . 928.00 900.00 TWENTY YEARS* AGO TODAY husband, the late Peter H. Wilms, formed church, here. The Rev. then charged that the state highpublic safety. To remedy the mat• • »
during the period of the great fire James Wayer, president, will pre- way department is not seeking
ters are bound to bring on a big
ter, Kalkman suggested the plac- which is printed or where no can$9,378.00$12,677.18
of ’71, and shortly after the close side at the meeting, which will cooperation from local authorities,
vote, especially in Holland.
Park
township
will
have
a
new
didate’sname appears upon the
9,378.00 town house built at Waukazoo at of the Civil War where Mr. Wilms open at 9 a. m. The Rev. John but is trying to “dictate”to them
As to the balance of the ballot- ing of a traffic light at the intersec- ballot.
tion in question.Upon motion by
Wolterinkof Forest Grove, new and “run” them. “They an not proing, candidates for the Republican
the comer of Hazel and Hamilton had served in the army and was
Must Fold Ballots
Alderman Albert Kleis, the matDecrease of taxes..
$ 3,299.18 Aves. in this beautiful wooded spot. cited for bravery.The couple came classis president, will take over the ceeding in food faith,”he stated,
nomination of Ottawa County as
The voter shall then fold his
from Racine, Wisconsin,where Mr. meeting after the opening session. referring to the highway departwell as Democratsare now on the ter was referred to the board of
• • •
Wilms had a manufacturinges- The Rev. G. Tysse of Holland is
home stretchin their campaigning police and fire commissioners.Aid. voted ticket so that the perfor- FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY
Jake Fris of Fris' Book Store tablishment,making furniture. The stated clerk. About 60 are expected ment "We haven’t asked for a
lien Steffenssupported Aid. Kleis’ ated corner bearing the number
for September13, and are getting
raise in speed where angle parkmotion. Aid. Arthur Drinkwater shall be on the outside. He shall
Henry D. Workman's delivery is out for the first time after a factory was burned and the prod- to attend the sessions.
in vigorous licks; however, the Reing is prevalent,”he continued,in
stated that he lives in the neighbor- then fold the unvoted ticket in the horee ran away with a load of gro- serious operation for appendicitis uct he needed most was timber
publicansare working harder than
proof of his assumption.“We
hood
in question and emphasized same manner. In handing these ceries. No great damage was done at Holland hospital.Note: Well, and Michigan was well supplied An invitation has been extended
the Democrats,since few Demomerely asked for increased speed
Jake
is
still
all
there,
except
poslocal
citizens
by
Ben
Brouwer,
that the parking of the busses pre- tickets to the election inspector, to anythingbut the eggs. Note:
with forests even then. They decidcrats have oppositionin the county.
in outlying districts whero there
sibly
minus
the
appendix.
sents a serious traffic problem, the voter shall designate which is The grocery was located on the site
ed to cast their lot in Michigan, chairman of the board of park and is
no angle parking. It is almost
Five seek nomination for prosecu----• • •
since the parked busses “take all his voted ticket and which one is of the Hitching Post Car cafe on
crossingBig Lake in a small steam cemetery commissioners, to visit impossiblefor a village or dty tc
ting attorney,vacated by prosecuMiss Mataline Van Putten re10th and River Sts.
the blank or unvoted ticket.
tor John R. Dethmers. There are the view away.”
boat which became ice bound off the new additionat Pilgrim Home do anything without the controloi
ceived a cablegram from "Jock”
four in for sheriff and three seek• •
Holland harbor for five days. The cemetery.
the state departments.”
County Clerk, Wilds, has done
The Holland city regular team Riemersma, stating that he and family did not go directly to Holing the nominationfor register Aid. John Vogelzangsuggested very effectivew«rk all over the
Attorney Psroons referredto the
other
Holland
soldiers had arrived
of deeds and county treasurer.
arrest in Holland some time ago ol
that the police department check up county, instructingvoters on the played a game with the scrubs at in France safely. Among others land, but insteadMr. Wilms leased
Ottawa county Democrats will on the weight of coal trucks in new method of voting. At public the fair grounds west of the city.
part of the old Vynn sawmill in
Murray Van Wagoner, state highhave a ouiet time with only one the city. Aid. Martin Oudemool meetings in Zeeland, Holland, Harry Doesburg acted as umpire. were Richard Oggel, Bert Cathcart, Zeeland for manufacturingpur- and round through sheer weight of way commissioner, on a speeding
Willis Potts, Ben Laman and Ben
contest for a nomination. George seconded Vogelsang’smotion, which Coopers ville, Grand Haven, and in The score is:
poses until such a time as his own the animal.
charge. "When he objected,! insist2 Lievense. Mr. Riemersma is now factory could be built.
Mrs. Wilms, on her last walk ed that he pay the fine,” Parson*
Caball, Zeeland poultryman, is was approved by council. Aid. other localitieshe has appeared re- Peter DeKraker, c ........................
sergeant-major
of
the
319th
Engiseeking nomination for sheriff op- Kalkman maintained that the mat- peatedly,taking with him ballots Frank Richardson, 2nd b., p ........3
From the hickory trees growing outside her home, recentlyvisited stated,“and either he or someone
neers of the 85th Regiment. Note:
posed by Frank Wierda of Hol- ter had been turned over to the and showing the gatherings just Will Lamoreaux, Istb ...................2
in abundancein the forest*here, The Netherlands Museum at the else paid it.” They don’t wanl
Miss
Van
Putten
has
long
ago
beland. Democratic voters in the police department and City In- what the requirements are to vote Charles Price, 2nd b .................... 5
Masonic Temple, and there saw
come Mrs. Riemersma and Jock is whiffle tree neck yokes etc. were one of those old-fashioned dog cooperation.They want to be .the
,
fifth congressionaldistrict, of spector Ben Wiersma last year, a legally. He was also at the Wo- “Bill’’ Markle, 3rd b ..................... 4
manufactured and shipped by vesprincipal of our schools.
which Ottawa is a part, have a charge which was emphaticallyde- man’s Literary Club, at the Repub- Charlie Doesburg, s. s ...................3
sel load from Holland to Racine and tread powers made by her husAid. Kalkman again urged the
choice of nominatingWinfield H. nied by the City Inspector and lican meeting, and explainedto 250 Eddie Bertsch, c. f .........................4
Chicago. The late Tjaart Nauta band years before. It was natur- adoption of parallel parking. MayTEN YEARS AGO TODAY
Caslow, James W. Hailwood or Kalkman’sfellow aldermen.
commanded one of the schooners ally pleasing to her to discover or Geerlings stated that he agreec
present the ramificationsof the Fred Kamferbeek, r. f ...................2
» • *
Tunis Johnson, all of Grand Rapthis antiquated relic that figured with Attorney Parsons in the mat
new ballot under the law passed at Frank Doesburg, 1. f .....................2
• » t
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Van Hoff, sailing out of Holland, and hanids. Sen. Earnest C. Brooks of
dled some of these cargoes. Mr. prominently in Holland’searly his ter. Aid. Kleis asserted, “There ii
the last session of the legislature.
Margaret
Wierda
and
Eileen
WinThe matter of pensioning mem“Scrubs” ......................................
27
Holland is opposed for the 23rd
Matthew Kolyn, then a young man tory as a manufacturedproduct. no reason at all for parallel park
County Clerk, Peterson,now has
0 strom left on a motoring trip to who later became Rev. Kolyn, walk- Part of the factory of Mr. Wilms ing in the dty of Holland. Th
state senatorial districtDemocratic bers of the Holland police and fire his absent ballotsas well as the Frank Nye, c ....... . ........................
Baltimore, Philadelphia,Washingl
nominationby Arnold B. Coxhill, departmentswas turned over to ballots for next Tuesday’s primar- Herman Rosin, p ................
ed from Zeeland to Holland to se- up to a few months ago stood as merchants are opposed to paralle
ton, D. C., and Niagara Falls and
council’s ways and means commit-'
Muskegon lalwr leader.
ies. Mr. Peterson also presented Daree Gilmore, 1st b .....................0 other points of interest. They will cure vessel accommodation for an old land mark back of the Wilms parking. It is ridiculousof th
tee,
upon
motion
by
Aid.
Kleis,
Principal interest for Republican
some of these shipments.
home and store on River Avenue. state highway department to hoi
instructions on the new ballot fol- Bastian D. Keppel, 2nd b ............ 1
be away two weeks.
........................
i
nominations to county office cen- supported by Aid. Menken.
lowing council meeting last Wed- John Dyke, 3rd b.
Progress on this Zeeland fac- It was razed a short time ago the hammer over our heads.”
0
ters about the race for prosecutor
nesday, for the benefit of council Gerrit Vander Hill, s. s ...............
tory, however, was halted; in fact, where it had stood for more than
Kalkman’s motion to “cooper
Only two hippopotamuseswere was not destined to be since the 65 years. The lumber in the build- ste” was defested, and the lette
with three city attorneys,Howard
Aid. Drinkwateron behalf of members and election inspectors. Peter Petersen,c. f. (home run) 1
bom in captivityin this country, forest fires everywherein this vi- ing was still of the very best, clear was ordered filed.
Simon Bos, r. f ..... .........................
i
W. Fant of Grand Haven, Elbern council’s committee on public
oParsons of Holland and J. N. buildings asked City Clerk Oscar OPEN HOUSE
NETHER- Carl Van Raalte, 1. f .....................0 one at George Getz’ zoo at Lake- cinity burned all the prepared tim- without knots or blemishes.Some In a second major issue, counc:
wood, the other in Hagenbeck-Wal-ber before it could be used in erect- of the hand-hewn timbers and stud- refused to take action on an offe
Clark of Zeeland, Raymond L. Peterson if moneys were available
LANDS MUSEUM, WICHERS
lace circus.
Smith of Holland, who has opposed for the repairingof a floor at Ening buildings. It will be remem- dings were fastened together by of the Clemenahaw Co. of Cleve
ANNOUNCES
“Regulars” ..................................
5
Mr. Dethmersin previouselections, gine House No. 1. He was instrucbered that Holland’sdestructionby wooden pegs, as was so often done land to make a new appraisalof a!
Vernon TenCate, who has finished fire was caused by flames when a since spikes were a rare commodi- residential property in Holland fo
and Justice M. C. Locke of Grand ted by council to solicit bids on
his first year of law at Michigan, heavy wind swept the sparks into ty and very expensive in those the sum of $4,750.
Haven are also candidates.
Open house at the Netherlands
FORTY YEARS AGO TODAY
simila
the job.
• • •
will be at the offices of Diekema, the city where the buildingswere early days.
Sheriff Frank Van Etta of Hol• * •
Museum, in the Masonic Temple,
survey was conducted on city in
Kollen
&
TenCate
for
the
summer.
land, incumbent who has served
Arthur Van Duren has nearly
as dry as tinder since there had
One demonstration of mother- dustrialproperty last spring.
City InspectorBen Wiersma filed 13-16 Tenth Street,will be held
one term, is opposed for the nom- his report with council showing Thursday,Friday, and Saturday, completed the annual school census. Note: Vernon has long since fin- been no rain for more than two love was shown by Mrs. Wilms
Edward Peck was the company’
ished his course and was admitted months. There was so much fire when the first son passed away. spokesman at council’smeeting
ination by former sheriff Ben H. his activitiesfor the month of September8, 9 and 10, it was an. . * * *
Rosema of Spring Lake, Marvin August. The report follows:milk nounced today by Willard C. WicMrs. William Venhuizen,nee to the bar and is now with Diek- about that everyone feared that the The lad had planted a hickory nut Peck offered to take the matter u;
DenHerder, former Grand Haven plants inspected, 22; milk and hers, supervisorof the Museum and Borgman, died at the age of 32 ema, Cross and TenCate.
villageof Zeeland would also be- in the River Street yard, and with any council committee or cit
man now in Holland and William cream samples laboratory-tested, secretary of the Netherlands Pi- years, leaving a husband and five
come a prey to the flames.
when the sprig came up he had agency, and stated, that, althoug
Mrs.
Henrietta
Kruidenier
and
oneer
and
Historical
Foundation.
Boeve of Holland, a deputy under 77; water samples analyzed, 6;
Mrs. Wilms was hurriedly re- nurtured it ana took deep interest he would no longer be in the em
childrento mourn her death.
daughter,
Elizabeth,
of
darkest
the previous administration.Wil- producers investigated, 11; slaugh- “Many residents of Holland have
moved with a few of their belong- in its growth. When the boy was ploy of his firm by Saturday, h
Africa, are in Ottawa countv visit- ings to the farmhouse of Lucas taken away the mother transplant- felt that a new appraisalwould b
liam Wilds is unopposed for coun- terhouses inspected,8; meat mar- never vjsited the Museum, and
Barney
Riksen has the contract
ty clerk.
kets, 14; grocery stores, 17; res- many others have not been through for improvingthe Drenthe road. ing relatives. They are stationed Huyser where on arrival, their ed that sprig of hickory tree at tha a “good thing for Holland.”
at Abyssinia,only a few miles from
Fred Den Herder, former deputy taurants and eating houses, 19; it since it moved from its downtown
In answer to a question by al
The job involvesthe digging of a the equator. For that reason one first son, Harry, was born, but who foot of her youngest son’s grave.
treasurer,is seeking the Republi- bakeries, 6; public rest rooms, 18; location nearly a year ago,” Wichdermen whether the company’
new channel for Black river 42 rods can understand that they enjoy to passed away eight years later. That was many years ago; howcan nomination opposed by Joseph alleys and houses inspected, 12; ers said. “The three-day open
Some days later, Mr. Wilms secur- ever, the tree, now a sizeable hic- survey on the industrial propert
in length, 36 feet wide and a depth
the limit the cool breezes of Lake ed the assistance of Wiepke DiekeSwartx of Grand Haven and Ben and complaintsinvestigated,23. house, with no admission charge,
kory, stands as a living marker had been satisfactory, Mayor Geet
of from 6 to 10 feet. The dirt will
Michigan. Note: Mrs. Kruidenier ia ma of Holland Township to trans- for the first-born son.
will give these people an opportunG. Rutgers of Holland. Frank Four cases were quarantined.
lings asserted that he felt it ha
be used largely in filling on both
ity to see the Museum.”
the wife of the late Jeremiah KruiBottje, incumbent, is opposed for
« • •
Mrs. Wilms was bom in the state been. Alderman Kleis stated tha
sides of the new bridge. Another denier of Holland,who was a mis- port his family to safety from the
nomination for register of deeds by
farm to Holland.The man in the of Wisconsin in 1851, the daugh- he is "strongly opposed” to th
Among the recent accessionsto bridge of smaller size is to be built
Followingthe adjournmentof
sionary at Cairo, Egypt, and is driver’s seat was no other than the
Benjamin Van Loo of Zeeland,and council,City Clerk Oscar Peter- the Museum exhibitsis a medalter of Rev. John Nelson, a Danish continuing of the survey on resi
just west of this bridge across
Rufus Cramer of Holland.
buried in the land of pyramids.
son, Gerrit John Diekema, who lat- Luthern minister from Heidelberg, dential property. He moved tha
son conducted a “school"and open lion commemorating the fortieth
Candidates for state representa- forum discussionon the new ballot anniversary of the reign of Queen
er became prominent in politics, and Philena Baker of Philadelphia, the matter be dropped. Alderma
tive are Rep. Nelson A. MUes of to be introduced this year in the Wilhelmina, who ascended the
was mayor of the city, legislator a direct descendant of the General Steffens asserted that a new ap
GAS
PLANT
IN
HOLLAND
TO
Holland, who is seeking his second city. Attendingthe session were throne Sept. 6, 1898, just a week
BORCULO SCHOOL OPEN NEXT and speaker of the House at Lan- Jacob Baker of the Revolutionary praisal, in his estimation, would n
term; and Alderman Henry Prins,
BE ENLARGED; $6,000 TO
sing, Congressman from the fifth Army which preserved the 13 col- a "very good thing and the tim
members of council, election in- after her eighteenth birthday.The
MONDAY
also of Holland; for state senator spectors, and interestedtownspeo- bronze medal, designed and cast by
will come when the state will de
district, and his crowning honor onies and in reality the Union.
BE SPENT
from the Ottawa-Muskegon dis- ple. City Attorney Elbern Parsons Royal Begeer, Voorachoten, Holbeing Minister to The Netherlands. Mrs. Wilms was one of the pi- mand appraisals of that natur
The public schools at Borculo are
trict, Hunter Haring of Crockery,
Mrs. Wilms often relatedmany oneer members of Hope Church, at intervals,” whereupon Klei
was several times called upon for land, shows a profile portrait of
Leon D. Nobes and John Vander egal advice in the matter. Details Queen Wilhelmina on the obverse.
The MichiganGas and Electric scheduled to open for the year’s exciting details of this journey being the oldest member in the returned that our own rea
work
on
Monday,
September
12,
Warn, both of Muskegon. Rep. Carl of the new ballot, and instructions, On the reverse of the medal is a Co. has made application with City
which was in reality only a few point of age and years of atten- estate men in Holland are mor
E. Mapes is opposed by Howard N.
Clerk Oscar Peterson for a build- at 9:00 a. m.
capable of appraisingpropert
are found elsewhere in this issue seated woman, holding an olive
The schools will again offer all miles over rough log roads, often dance up to the time of her pass- than any outsider. “Our own ret
Jacobson of Grand Rapids
a plus for the
hemmed
in by flaming forests. The ing. In earlieryears she was
branch; before her are two kneel- ing permit to make extensive imof the News.
grades of study up to and includcongressionalnomination.
danger of being suffocated by prominently active in the Ladies’ estate men know what it’s worth,
ing children holding a laurel gar- provements on its gas plant, loing the 10th grade, that is the 9th
Other candidates for the Resmoke was too often apparent. Aid and Missionary Society. She he said.
land, across a “W” which is sur- cated at 200 East 12th St., to cost
FELLOW
REPUBLICANS
and
10th
grades
in
addition
to
the
publican nomination to county
Kalkman demanded “why pay
Many times they came near tip- was also identified with the Womounted by a crown; below are the approximately $6,000. The project usual eight grades.
office are: Daniel F. Pagelsen of
After a conferencewith the exe- royal arms, and a symbol of the involves the raising of the roof
ping over due to the frantic plung- man’s Christian Temperance Un- city assessor when we take out
The
school’s
average
attendance
Grand Haven and J. Thomas cutive members of the Ottawa sea.
at the plant. Repairs will be made
ing of the horses.
ion of Holland. Being the wife of sidera to assess property evalua
is about 120 pupils, and the presMahon of Holland, circuit court County committee and with as
Mr. and Mrs. Wilms finally mov- a Civil War veteran, she was prom- tion in the city?” He was inform
The medal was brought to Hol- of concrete, tar, and gravel con- ent teaching staff is four teacners.
commissioners; Fred Van Wieren many of the respective commit- land this week end by W. K. von struction.
ed into the house at 258 River inent in the Ladies of the G.A.R. ed that the firm in question base
of Park township, incumbent, for tee members as could be reached, it Weiler, attache of the Netherlands
Accordingto “Bill” Berg, local Gerald Zylstra of Zeeland is the Street, and bought surrounding and the Woman’s Relief Corps, its appraisal on outside as we
drain commissioner;Dr. W. B. was decided to hold a Republican Consulate in Detroit, who presented manager of the plant, the work is principal of the schools and the property upon which they also
serving for some time as president as inside residential property cor
Bloemendalof Grand Haven and Caucus at 7:16, Friday evening of it on behalf of W. G. Bryant, De- being done in an effort to make the other teachers are Harriet Zuide- built a factory buildingwhere in the local orders and as senior ditions. Mr. Peck informed Kalli
ma
and
Gertrude
Prins
of
Zeeland
Gilbert Vande Water, incumbents this week in the ball room of the troit Consul, who had previously entire structure fireproof. In adwooden pumps, before the advent vice president and acting presi- man that his firm is better qual
and John K. Winter, for coroner. Warm Friend Tavern, 6th floor by given a museum a complete set of dition to external repairs, Mr. and Margaret Rinck of Grand Rap- of water works, were made. The dent of the state department of the fied for the work than any one ma
ids.
The latter are from Holland. Carl elevator. This meeting is called medals of the House of Orange,
Berg stated,a great deal of gas
putting in of a drive well near a ladies of the G.A.R. She was a can ever hope to be, since loci
T. Bowen is unopposedfor sur- for the purpose of selectingdelemanufacturingequipmentwill be
o
home was an event in the olden charter member and honorary authorities do not have the time o
installed inside the plant. The re- MEETING ON LIBRARY-MUSE- days, especiallyto the youngsters.
veyor and has no oppositionon the gates to the Republican County
mother of the Spanish-American the equipmentrequired to do th
VAN ALSBURG-LIVING8TON
UM PROPOSAL IS
Democratic ticket.
Convention to be held at the Court ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED modeling program will Conclude
Every home had to have, natur- War Veterans Auxiliary.On Mem- job thoroughly.
BEING
HELD
about Dec. 1.
Democraticcandidates who are House, Grand Haven, September
Kalkman once more demandet
ally, a pump, and Mr. Wilms sup- orial Day of this year their color
unopposedare Fred Kamferbeek 21. at 2:00 p. m., at which time
The plant’s capacity will be more
plied 99% of the pumps in this squad marched to the front of her vhy, in a city of high school an
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Livingston
A
meeting
is
being
held
in
the
ot Holland, former sheriff, for delegateswill be chosen to the Re- of Potosi, Mo., announce the en- than doubled through the installavicinity, which were made in that home and saluted her. Mrs. Wilma :ollegegraduates, there evidentl
state representative; Louis J. publican State Conventionto be gagement of their daughter, Lucy, tion of new machinery. The re- Woman’s Literary club rooms, as factory. The late Edward and John
was also a member of the Eastern were so many “dumbheads”that
the News goes to press this ThursStempflyof Holland, prosecutor; neiu
_______Van
__
_____ jg
held in urana
Grand napias
Rapids on Monday,
Monda; to J. Franklin
Alsbu
Vaupell
(afterward
County
Sherson
Star and was Past Noble Grand of outside firm had to be hired
day evening,in the interest of proJohn Vanderburgof Grand Haven; October 8, 1938. In calling this of Mr. and rs. J. D. Van Alsburg,
iffs) drove wagons throughout the the Rebeccas, affiliating organiza- this purpose. Upon motion of
posed
library-Dutch
museum
bond
county clerk: Nicholas Sprietsma, meeting Friday, the committeeis 85 East 21st St. The wedding will
derman Peter Huyser, supported
issue. Jacob Steketee, Netherlands state distributingthe manufactur- tions of the Masonic Order.
of Holland, incumbent, for treas- following procedure followed for take place Oct. 16 in Potosi Pres- sadc.
Alderman Vogelzang, the mat
ed articles. Spring-tooth harrows
She
is survived by two sons,
consul
at
Grand
Rapids,
is
servurer: John L. Volkers for register several yean for the reason that byterianchurch. Mr. Van Alsburg
was referred for report to the wi
were
also
one
of
the
product*
of
Oscar
B.
Wilms
and
Oliver
N.
of deeds; William J. Duga and it gives all Republicans wishing to is a graduate of the University of BUSY MEN’S CLUB STARTS ing as honorary chairman of the the factory which were sent all
and means committee.
Wilms,
now
of
Holland;
also
a
twin
meeting. Other scheduled speakCharles E. Misner, both of Grand participatean opportunity to do Michigan.
The firm in question recen
FALL ACTIVITIES
ers are State Senator Earnest over the United States. These were sister, Mrs. Sarah Nichols of Ra did make an appraisal of busin
Haven, for circuit court commis- so.
v
— —
manufactureda* late as 1910.
cine, Wisconsin; a brother,Joseph
Brooks
of
Holland,
Dr.
Henry
Beets
sioners;Albert Teunis, drain comReepectfully—Holland Members
Miss Henrietta Johnson, daughThe factory made other things Beland of Kenosha, Wisconsin; and and industrialproperty In wh
The Holland Busy Men’s Club of Grand Rapids, Dr. Wynand Wicmissioner, and Dr. S. L. De Witt of of the Ottawa County Republican ter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry R. Johnthe Holland Furnace Company i
will officiallystart Tuesday, Octo- kers, president of Hope College besides pumps and harrows. The a younger sister, Anna Rodgers of
Grand Haven and Dr. N. H. Clark Committee;Executive Committee;son of Hamilton, and Elmer Nienber 11, at 5
at the Holland and president of The Netherlands plant was so adjusted that neces- Racine. The funeral rites were this city each stood a part of 1
of Holland,coroners.
John Galien,Ed Brouwer. Wm. C. hnis of this city, spoke their wedAll local persons desir- Pioneer and Historical Foundation, sities for the large Cappon and held this Thursday afternoon from expense. Accordingto report t
In the gubernatorial election, Vanden Berg, Ben Mulder. John ding vows last Friday afternoon. armory.
is a satisfactoryappraisal.
ing to join are urged to contact and R. Peters, local businessman. Bertsch Leather company,as well Hope Church, the congregation
Frank Fitigerald* former |secre- R. Dethmers,State Central Com- The ceremony was conducted by
as tanneriesin Grand Haven, Mus- with which she had been affiliated
Ray Knooihuizen, secretary of the
tary of state, and former gover- mittee.
Dr. Charles F. Fields of Holland organisation,phone 8855 or 3265. FREAK AUTO WRECK IN ZEE- kegon, and Grand Rapids could de- almost from the time of their ar- HOLLAND DRIVER FIGUR
nor, will try conclusionswith HarIN CAR WRECK-HAD NC
in the Fielda’ home. Witnesses
pend upon certain necessities which rival in 1871, Rev. Paul E. HinLAND; WOMAN HAS NO
ry S. Toy of Detroit
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Taten- were Mrs. M. Nienhuis and Mrs.
LICENSE
were imperative.Among those were kamp, of the faculty of Hope ColMr. and Mrs. Ben Ten Cate and
LICENSE
hove and family spent a few days H. Johnson. The bride was attir- family, 167 West 21st Street, have
Slippery pavementwas held re- conduits, made from logs sixteen lege, officiating.Intermenttook
Mrs. Nicholas Vander Leest, 64, last week in Detroitand Canada, ed in a gown of royal blue velvet
A truck belonging to Jo
Just returned from a trip around sponsible for a freak accident which feet long. Holes were ‘bored place in the family plot in Pilgrim
passed away at 12:45 p. m., today
A wedding repast was served at Lake Michigan. They visited the took place in Zeeland early this through from end to end, and these Home cemetery. The floral tributes Dam, distributorof bevera
at her home, West 17th St She is
Gerrit Gommers, residing on the home of the bride’s parents to “Locks” at Sault Ste Marie, the week. Jacob Van Dorp, resident on big pine-wood pipes or conduits were many and beautiful,indica cated on M-21 at Noordelo
the former Grace Burnham of Roosevelt street, Zeeland, fracturWisconsinDells and other places North Fairriewroad, was riding carried the tannery liquor from tive of the esteem in which this and driven at the time by
Grand Rapids. Dykstra Funeral ed his right ankle at Lawrence
Nevison, 24, of Holland,
of interest.
into Zeeland with his team on M-21 place to place in the shop without much beloved woman was held by
Home is in charge of funeral ar- Park on Labor Day as be jumped ter Ende, Harriet Kuite, and Milployee, figured in a colli
causing corrosion to the conduits. many. The remains of Mrs. Wilms
when
a
car
driven
by
Miss
Dororangements. The deceased was a down from a bleacher seat while dred Lugtigheid. Following a wedMiss Florence Steketee of Cen- thy Ann Van Dyke,- daughterof Many special and original ma- lay in state in Dykstra’s Funeral the intersection near Nort
member of the Women’s Auxiliary watching a ball game.
Tuesday.
trip to Niagara Falls, the coq- tral Park. near Holland, teacher Edward Van Dyke, 62 West 17th chines werr constructed in the
Home until noon Thursday where The car driven by C
of Eagles and the Star of Bethleple wil reside on V«n Raalte Ave. in Zeeland public schools, is mak- St., this dty, overtook him. Endeav- Wilms' plant for that pur- friends were privileged to pay their
hem chapter, No. 40, O.E.S. Sur- The Holland Exchange club will Mrs. Nienhuis is an- employee of ing her home with her sister, Mr*.
Boes, 47, of Grand Rai
oring to pass the wagon, Mias Van pose, and played an important respects..The bearers were a detail
vivors are the husband; three sons, hold its first meeting of the year the office force of the. local Montwhich his wife, 45, and U
Norman
Dogolo, on Washington Dyke's vehkfe skidded into it.
part in earlf' production essential of the Spanish .War soldiers. $
Htnry of Los Angeles, and Claude next Monday. September 12, at gomery Ward Co. store.
old daughter, Jurane, wen
/\!
Total damages were a broken in our early Induatrialprogress. Out-of-town folks who esme to was overturned,and all tli
and Clyde, both of Grand Rapids; noon, in the warm Friend Tavern.
Mr. Wilms also built tread mills attend the funeral rites were: Mrs. pants injured. Tie truck
reach
pole
on
the
wagon
and
a
and seven grandchildren.
Mr. Lyle E. Broughton of Jackson
The home of John J, Sterenberg.
tree at his home bearing
whero the dogs could churn the
end the State President of Ex- located on 82nd St, just eaat of apples aa well as apple blossoms frightened driver and team. Upon milk. Fifty years ago there was Marjorie Wilms.. Mrs. George D. escaped injury. None wei
investigationby Police Chief Fred
Robinson, Mrs. H. E. Worley, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus De Vries and change will be honored guests.
Marquette tracks, was was- reported last week by Simon Bosma, it was learned that Miss scarcelya farmer who did not have Thomas Moore. Mr. J. Bryan, Mr. ously hurt' ,
Nevison, who was drh
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Schepers,and Mainspeaker atthe meeting will gutted by fire this morning about
Harkemay rural route No. 1, of Van Dyke had no driver’s license. a dog churn. Big Rover was placed Jack Wilms, Mr. H. R. Paul, Mr.
tittlr respective families, early be the Rev. Paul E. Hinkamp of 9:15 odock. firemen fought the
near Jeniaon Park. '
Consequently,
she
may
be
asked
to in the tread nuD, tied by a chain, Norman Raterie, Mr. . Edward
»ek returned to the city from
blase until 10:80 a. m. Damages
appear in justice court to face and he simply had to keep his feet Moore, Mr. H. J. Bloom, Mr. Thomth. Wiacowin
upwanfa of $1,000 resulted. Cause Attorney Vernon Ten Cate spent chargee of -driving without an op- going whether be liked It or not. as Gaskin, Mr. H. E. Krcilich, Mr. justice court and assessei
of $5.00 and costs for d
-Mir ........
of the blase waj undetermined. this week in Rochester,N. Y.
erator’s license.
for the treads kept going round H. B. Meek.
licmeleaivehicle.
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THE HOLLAND CITY
CITY

NEWS

Many ‘Tulip Time”
Changes Adopted
.and Considered

« w. Si «t
(EaUblUhed 1872)
Bwiness Office - - - .

NEWS

Many Rotariana
MRS. BRAAX’S NOTE IN POP HOLLAND COAST GUARD
who could successfullydrive the
PERSONNEL IS CHANGED steeds of his own soul is greater
BOTTLE 18 FOUND BY
Hear Senator Vanden
KALAMAZOO WOMAN
Changes ware announcedSatur- than he who could drive a chariot
< Berg at Grand Rapids
And if we were to put that thought

Mrs. Reynard Braak of Spring day in the Holland coast guard stamodern language we would
The Tulip Time executive comA delegation from the Holland Lete has a new correspondent. tion personnelby Capt E. J. aera- intothat
he who can
himmittee
met
last week Tuesday aft- Rotary club attended the Western
ons.
2020
It happened this way:
ernoon at the Chamber of ComLeaving
the
local station are
Mrs. Braak was one of the 420
drive a plane from New York to
merce headquarters in the former
Surfman Robert A. Bush of Frank- Paris.
on
Holland City State Bank building
fort, who was transferredto Frank—
vu
June
to discussplans for Tulip Time in
But the mighty Saul fell. It waa
7. Enroute she placed a note ,l
with fort, and David J. Nowak of Al1989.
Vendenberg deliver the mein ad- her name and address in a pop pena, shifted to the Thunder bay not a sudden descent It was gradMajor decisionswere the post- dress st the frolic’sclosing session
—
Somehow
»» aaw
he lost
W V his
SSSSS gftSJJ
grip VII
on
bottle, replaced the cap and threw station. Replacing them are Stan- ual.
ponement of the opening day’s pro- Thursdayevening.
ley L. Loyer of Holland, surfman
it overboard.
gram from :30 p. m. to 2:30 p. m.
Members from Holland who atTen weeks later on August 18, stationedat Grand Haven the last
and the appointment of Mrs. Lloyc tended the frolic were: Vaudie
Miss Mary Green of Kalamazoo four years, and Roy N. Woods of it of the Lord departed from him.
Heasley to the position of chairman Vandenberg, Orien S. Cross, W. A.
found the bottle floatingabout 16 Alpena, surfman at Thunder bay. At any rate, be end God seemed to
of the opening day’s program, to Butler,L. W. Lamb, Charles Kirdissolve partnership gradually. Saul
feet from shore between South Hafulfill the vacancy caused by the chen, C. Steketee, William WishMontello Park school opened became heady and selfish and peev.
ven and Benton Harbor Miss Green
mlk oltccyt on limo—ioo laic j« o crime." recent resignationof Mrs. J. E.
meier, Marvin Lindeman,C. Van- took out the note and when ahe Tuesday at 8:30 ajn., according to ish and w
wilful- and
____ disagreeableand
Telling. Mrs. Don Zwemer will re- der Meulen, Dr. Otto Vander Velde,
iroua. An evil spirit possessreturned home sent it with s letter work received from Julius Bonte- dangeroui
place Mrs. Heasley as the Village BUI Berg, Roy Alder, Peter Van
____a victim
_
It—Lrihih lour Inche* long.
He was
of
to Mrs. Braak. The have been koe, principalof the school. Miss ed his being. __
Green program director.
W1 during ahowtr at
Domelen, local Rotary president;corresponding since.
Grace Kossen of this city replaces the strange malady which we call
Cal xx Ul, 1890.
The matter of changing band re- Wally Stolp, Elwood Johnson,
Miss Floirence Wierenga of Grand melanchoia. Such fits of melano
view arrangementswas left to a
Rapids as first grade teacher, while cholv as afflicted Saul were called
H— AH mcmbcri except committee comprised of E. P. Charles McBride and C. A. French.
A Zeeland delegationalso attended. Game Violations Decline Miss L. Vander Kamp of Fillmore in the Old Testament
* wvwsasitisiv the
vile visita
TIBIVA*
Webster resigned from
Stephan, secretary-manager of the
Tyler's cabinet. 1841.
Senator Vandenberg’s address
will teach the second and third tions of an evil spirit and there is
Sharply
in
July
local Chamber of Commerce; Eu- climaxed an afternoon of sports,
grades.
no better diagnosis today. The
12-Walker,the filibuster, gene F. Heeter, and Mrs. Telling. an evening program on the country
Russian novelist Tnrgeneysuffered
With
the
passing
of
July
and
court martialed and shot
Perpetuation of the Little Nether- club veranda,and a Swedish smoerexactly in the manner in which
by Hondurans.I860.
lands exhibit was assigned to a sesbord supper. The subjectof his August, usually the low point of
Browning •••
-in his fSV/V
poem
S1A“Saul”
us* u,
decommittee
composed
of
Mrs. discoursewas “Applicationof Ro- the year in game law violations, THE SUNDAY
scribeshis sickness of heart For
12— Star Spangled Banner
the number of
arrests is expected
George
Pel
grim,
Vernon
Ten
Cate,
written by Fronds Scott
tary Principles to Business
isinessand GovLESSON
several days he would remain in
George Damson and Mr. Stephan. ernment in the Present World to start upward this month and inKey. 1811
absolute lethargy, like the kingcrease
still
more
during
October.
her matters discussed were Crisis."
vvvvVvVwvvttvvvvVvvvvvvserpent in his winter sleep. And as
14— Park Theater. Brooklyn's
Fishing
law
violations
are
invarimore extensive costuming by citiAs a source for guidance, Senain the case of Saul, music helped
first playhouse,opened.
September 11, 1938.
tens, more private tulip beds, tor Vandenberg recommended Ro- ably the cause of the largest numhim more than medicine. It is
f
grandstandspace on the parade tary’s code, "Service Above Self.” ber of arrests made by conservation
worthwhile to study carefullythis
officers during the summer. As fall
route,
and
the
possibility
of
a
union
II— Lamb knitting machine
Saul— Moral Failure— I Samuel great poem by Browning. No finer
"Enlightened selfishness now calls
first patented, 1861
church service in Hope Memorial for enlightened citizenship,” Van- approaches,game law violations be- 10:21-25; 16:20-23; 31:3-6.
approach through to the divine
chapel. The latter matter was denberg asserted.He severely at- gin to increase.
heart through the human emotions
• • •
.lyperion. seventh satelDuring
July,
only
288
arrests
brought to the committee’s atten- tacked all tendencies toward govlite of Saturn, drscorered,
has ever been made than he makes
were lade, compared
___________
Henry Geerlings
to 443 in ____
June
tion by the Rev. W. G. Flowerday, ernment Antrol, and strongly
1641 ^
trough his beautiful and reverent
pastor of First Methodist Episcopal urged revision, but not repeal,of and 485 in May, and of the toUl,
9 9 W
poem. Through it we will have more
236 were for violations of the fishchurch.
We study a king today. The time sympathy for Saul in his descent
the Wagner Act.
ing laws. Ninety-six
< ---- persons were
TV V had come in the history of Israel
Because of enforcementof the
from the heights. We may be led to
into custody for fishing withMRS. BOSCH GIVES DINNER Wagner Act, Vandenberg stated,
when they felt they needed a king.
less critical attitude toward
out licenses and 95 for possessing
“VanUhing Americans”
HONORING FORMER MAYOR "We got one of the major contrib- undersized game fish. Twenty iTheir enemies were pressing hard greatness that fails. We may feel
upon
them
and
the
sons
of
Samuel
uting factorsto the industrial unsomething of the divine heartache
others were arrested for taking or
were furnishingno effective leadere e
Former mayor NicodemusBosch certainties which precipiuted and attempting to take fish by illegal ship. They were feeling the terror over the strugglingchildren of this
world whose lives seem to go out on
Topping their dress with the was honor guest at a dinner pre- prolonged the new depression.We methods, 15 for violatingthe comof helplessnessand they yearned a wave of tragedy.
neglected the Rotarianrule that
mercial
fishing laws, three for pos
sented
by
Mrs.
Bosch
at
the
beaufeathered war bonnet of tradition,
'any sound transaction must be sessing more than the legal limit for a sense of unity. They craved
tiful Bosch home on West 12th St.,
It is a patheticallysad thing to
a leader who would unify them and
governed by practiceswhich bring
a band of Apaches reported for the
and three for taking minnows from
last Saturday night, the occasion
pronounce any man a failure. Our
maneuvers of the 89th Infantry, being Mr. Bosch’s birthday anni- satisfactionto all parties con- closed waters for commercial pur- so awaken in them a sense of their judgment as to the success or failcerned.’ ”
own power. They felt that nothing
poses.
only to be told that modern war- versary. Those attendingthe affair
o
but destructionlay ahead of them ure of anyone is made more or less
By
contrast, game law violations
included
members
of
the
Bosch
dependent on the conclusionof that
fare has no place for these braves,
Applicationfor a buildingpermit numbered only 31 for the entire were they not to have such leaderfamily, intimate friends, and busithe last of the Army’s Indian ness associates, among whom were: has been filed at the office of City month. Fines assessed during July ship. Hence they pressed Samuel one’s life. It is not so much how
did he begin as how did he end. The
Scoots who, 60 years ago and more, Dr. and Mrs. Leon Bosch of Grand Clerk Oscar Peterson by John P. totaled $1,371 and costs $1,818. Jail for a king. Saul was the man selec- dismal failureof his last years ia
ted. He was, first of all, kingly in
Vander
Woude,
West
19th
St.,
who
sentences
amounting
to
439
days
were colorful figures in “the win- Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Yeophysical stature and appearance. all the more accentuatedif he gave
mans, Jack Yeomans, Mr. and Mrs. plans to build a landing for a rear were meted out while 112 violators
promise of living a strong, clean,
ning of the West.”
stairway
at
his
home
at
an
approxwere paroled or placed on proba- He was giant-likein stature. This useful life at the start.. If there ia
G. J. Boech, Mr. and Mrs. Randall
appealed
to
the
people.
In
these
imate
cost
of
$26.
tion.
The scouting plane has sup- C. Bosch, Mr. and Mrs. Bruno
faraway days strength and stature evidence he had it within him to
planted the Indian scouts of the Lundgren, Mr. and Mrs. L. W.
were looked upon as belonging nec- rise above common mortals and yet
Until further notice the Holland FRANCIS P. MARGOT, 46, DEAD essarily to
Schoon, Mr. and Mrs. N. D. Chard,
royalty. A biig man sank down to the lower levels, we
Western plains who, wise in the
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Drew, Mrs. C. public library will remain open
IN GANGES TOWNSHIP
should be a great man, a kingly pronounce his life a failure.
ways of his people, rode his swift,
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SHERIFF
Republican Nomination
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A

He believes he is weU qualified for the office since:
He has been a local deputy the last ten years and

SCHOOL

To enforce the law with
honesty*

1861

m

tough
white

Not to appoint relatives in the

Y°U

-

o

on the part of the ruler or statesman that he and his people are
God-led, the better for both.
B. F. Harris, 359 ColumbiaAve.,
We believe, too, that Saul was
veteran Pere Marquette railway consecratedto his task of unifying
employee, who recently retired on a his people and of deliveringthem
pension after 47 years of service, from the hand of their enemies. He
will spend the winter in the south recognized with a clear-seeingeye
with his wife, according to plans the danger they were in and he
announcedby Mr. Harris recently. arose magnificentlyto the idea of
High scores in last Friday’strap immediateaction. He showed himshoot held at Conservation Park self to be a man of generalshipand
reported.
Jack Nieboer, Jr., has returned east of the city under the auspices courage.He seemed to have no fear.
to his home here after having been of the Holland Fish and Game club He went into battle with a great
• • •
Announcement was made late employed for the summer in Vries- were: Sam Althuis, 23; R. Mich- determination to drive the enemy
merhuizen, 21; J. N. Lievense,21;
last week of the sale of 800 feet of land.
While Japanese bombers h
into consuming defeat and total
Dr. H. De Vries, 18; N. Sybesma,
been destroying American-es- Spring Lake frontage at Spring Mr. and Mrs. Albert Knoll and 17;
rout. This he did. He proved himand L. Michmerhuizen, 17.
Lake by William M. Connelly, Donald, Luella and Mildred Knoll
self to be a real deliverer— for a
tahHshed school properties in Chins,
While he was on a trip to Lan- while, at least. But in the early
former local Chamber of Commerce from Crisp, were entertained at
a group of organizationsand indi- manager, and Mrs. Connelly,to Mr. the home of Mrs. James Knoll on sing last week to attend the special
days of Saul’s kingship we must
session of the state legislature, admire him for his statesmanship,
viduals in this Country has been and Mrs. Jamee M. Spencer and Sunday evening.
Mrs. L. Vertuno who has spent State Senator Earnest C. Brooks his grasp of the situation, for his
raising an emergency fund of $300,- Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Camfield.Present owners of the property plan
week at the home of Mr. and was informed by authorities of the earnest desire to build up a king000 to enable these schools to carry
for erectionof homes on the site. Mrs. Jack Nieboer has returned to state conservationdepartment that dom.
on their work under the greatest
final specifications
and plans for
her home in Chicago.
We discoverin this man Saul an
difficulties.
the proposed new bathhouseand absence of resentment under cerMr.
John
Bartels
from
Grand
John Brinkman was honor guest
sanitary system have been sent to tain circumsUnces. He did not try
American missionarieshave been Tuesday afternoonat a dinner Haven called on his brother, GerChicago, where PWA authorities to get even with those who did not
rit Bartels, Friday evening.
presented
by
a
group
of
cousins
of
conducting schools in China ever
Mrs. William Eilman was in- will give final approval to them like him. Or as me might say he
Mr. Brinkmanat the Brinkman cotsince 1864, with a commendable
formed Sunday of the death of before building work is startedby did not puniesh those who did not
tage on Lake Michigan.
record of success in inducing the
her son, Arts Eilman at Grand Herrick and Simpson, Lansing con- vote for him. His office did not turn
tractors,who were awarded the his head. He, for a time, could manHaven.
Chinese to modernize their educacontract for the work.
age himself. He showed that he
tional system.
Expires Sept. 10

Henry Boeskool filed suit to col- Mustan of Stanton as instructor.
is increasing to something approachMr. and Mrs. Lester Veldheer
lect a $500 note from John W. and
ing its aboriginalstrength, chiefly John J. Hulst in Allegan circuit and daughters, Elaine and Lela,
were Sunday guests at the home
because education, sanitationand court this week.
of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Winter at
medical science now equip the
Sand Lake.
Ow driven by Jay Ter Haar, 18, Mr. and Mrs. Charley Prins
Indian for adaptationto hite civili68 East 22nd St., and Sidney Nausation.
spent Tuesday in Lansing at the
ta, 19, Grand Rapids, coBidiea about
• • •
home of their daughter and son8:30 ajn. Thursday at College
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Robert De
Which Will China
Ave. and 12th St. No damage was Jongh.

ency’

and
will
will

office.
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Ottawa County
6 years5
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person, seemed to be the idea. Well,

-

serve out his sentence.-

impartiality,

Candidate ioi Democratic

Vote for

Fred Den Herder
for

COUNTY TREASURER
Republican Ballot

"

Americans,” the Indian population

afth^P

p*l

Francis P. Margot, 46, Ganges of course, stature does make its
township farmer, committed sui- impression in ail days. The tall,
tion of the Indian populationhas
cide Saturday afternoon. He had handsome man does command atOLIVE CENTER
wrapped himself in canvas, placing tention. He has a presence that has
also, happily, put an end to Indian
CATCH CAR THIEF IN
the cloth over the exhaust pipe of a myterious influendeupon us. We
uprisings and wars which called
glorify the athlete whose muscles
FENNVILLE WEDNESDAY Mr. and Mrs. Mincer Jongekrijg his car.
for knowledgeof Indian tactics in
and Mr. and Mrs. Cornie Vanden
Neighbors heard the motor of the stand out and whose strength and
the field.
Bosch spent a few days up north. car running in the garage, investi- agility are extraordinary.
Carl Murdock, age 17, was arrestThey also attended the Ionia fair. gated and found his body. Margot But a real king, a real man, must
The last warfare in which ed by Deputy Sheriff Claude Gib- Linda Lou, infant daughter of lived with his brother. He had been have more than physical strength
American Indians took part was the son in FennvilleWednesday for the Mr. and Mrs. Lubert Vander ill for several years and was be- and commanding appearance. We
Great War, in which more than theft of a car. He admitted steal- Zwaag received the sacramentof lieved despondentbecause of his think Saul had. We believe in the
ing the car in Jackson,after selling
beginning he had a real sense of
poor health.
104)00 enlisted,three-fourths of the batteryin Fennvilleand arous Baptism on Sunday.
The body was taken to the Burch the leadershipof God. He seemed
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harm
Kuite and
them voluntarily.The percenUge ing suspicion there. He was appre
family called on relatives in Lake- funeralhome at Fennville. Coroner to think that he must be led by God
of Indians in the AJ5.F. was equal bended just as he planned to catch town Sunday.
E. D. Oemun pronounced the death if he would administer the affairs
a freighttrain for Oklahoma.
to that of the whites, and the proMrs. Louis Bakker called on rel- a suicide and said there would be of the people well. He evidenced
Frank Snyder, 59, paid a fine of
atives in Grand Haven last week. no inquest. Funeral was held a dependence upon Him. There can
portionof volunteersgreater.
$5 and costs of $7.25 for violation
be nothing finer in the life of any
Many from here attended the Monday.
Especially since 1924, when all of the fishing laws after pleading
ruler than his reverent sense of
miscellaneous
shower
held
at
the
Indians automaticallybecame citi- giiity before Justice Volney W.
God snd his conception of God’s
W.
Howard
Lillard,
manager
of
Ferris, Allegan, Saturday.Peter home of Mrs. Bert De Vries at
sens of the United States, it is with
the Warm Friend Tavern, and Mrs. place in human affairs. The powers
Harlem
Thursday
evening
to
hon-9,
of
G
—
J
’
Mark, 30,
Grand Rapids, who
that be are ordained of God. Neithother progressive,educated Amer- escaped jail in Allegan about a or her daughter,Gertrude,who will Lillard, will go to Sault Ste. Marie
Sept. 16 and 17, where Mr. Lillard er states nor individualscan live
be
a
September
bride.
icana that the Indian takes his year ago, was arrested in the
in a conditionof detachment from
The local school opened its doors will attend the annual state conplace. Far from being “vanishing county and brought to Ae jail to
God. And the deeper the conviction
vention
of
the
Michigan
hotel
Tuesday morning with Mr. Lyell
Genesseo, 111.

effic

and

To be on duty constantly.

•

J. Hand, Miss Vivian Visscher,Mr. each day until 9:00 pjn. This is a
pony in the service of his and Mrs. W.
Eaton, and their half hour longer than the summer
brothers. Peaceful absorp- house guest, Mrs. J. E. West of schedule.

L

^ °ffiCe

-

-

integrity

To appoint only trustworthy local deputies who
respond instantlyin an emergency but who
not meddle needlessly.

_

f'*-

Experience— Six Years Deputy County Treasurer
Education— Business Admistration
Michigan State College

association.

Experienceas Deputy a Particular Asset in

Managementof

Efficient

this Office

VOTE REPUBUGAN BALLOT

PRIMARIES SEPTEMBER

13, 1938

Remember

ALL NEXT WEEK
SILVER JUBILEE
OF

THE

Van Buren

MmuaMuauuMi
nammaauu

The

Park Township

beneficiariesof the emer-

CITY MISSION

ELECTION NOTICE

gency fund just raised by the AssociatedBoards for Christian Col-

• • •

51-63 E. 8th St
Telephone 3461.
Geo. W. Trotter,Supt.
Sat., 8 P. M. — Open Air Service.
Sunday, 1:30— Bible School.
2:39— Service of Song; Music,

General Primary Election
lege* in China will be 13 famous
• • •
Notice is hereby given that a
American-supported
women’s and
General Primary Election will be
co-educational institutions, where
held in the Townshipof Park Otmore than 200 American professors tawa County, State of Michigan, on Message and Praise.
and instructors have stuck by their
6:30 — Junior Prayer Band.
Tuesday, Sept 13, 1938
7:30— EvangelisticService. Spec4-200 students, teaching them in
• • •
ial Service. Special Music. Geo.
some instances in dugouts on bombat the first and second precinct Trotter will speak.
riddled campuses.
polling places;
Tues., 7:30—PrayerMeeting and
For the purpose of placing in Sunday School Lesson.
When the present war is over
by all
all political parties
Young People’s Felwhich do you think the Chinese nomination by
participating ' therein, candidates lowship Club.
will remember with the greatest for
the fok
folowing offices, viz:
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
affection: Japanese frightfulness or
State
Governor, Lieutenant
Services in Warm Friend TavGovernor.
ern.
American philanthropy?
Congressional
Representative Sunday service, 10:30 A. M.
in Congress.
Subject: “SUBSTANCE.”
Legislative
stive — Senator, (Represen8
00
TeStimonial meetinStative.
County — Prosecuting Attorney,
Sheriff Clerk, Treasurer, Register CALVARY BAPTIST CHURCH
of Deeds, Auditor in countieselectCor. Central Ave. and 10th St.
ing same, Circuit Court CommisW Oman’s Literary Bldg.
sioners, Drain Commissioner, CorEvangelist LaBotz.
oners, Surveyor, and such other of11:20 A. M. — Bible School. Mrs.
ficers as may be nominated at that La Botz will bring a Children’s
time.
Gospel Talk.

COUNTY FAIR

“G//” Vande Water For Coroner

HARTFORD, SEPT.

13-17

TUESDAY NIGHT, SEPT.

i

13

Five-County Amateur Contest
FAVORITE AMATEURS SELECTED BY VARIOUS CITIES AND TOWNS
WILL COMPETE FOR $275 IN PRIZES. SOUTHWESTERN MICHIGAN’S
GREATEST AMATEUR EVENT!

—

—

PM**

Notice Relative to Opening and
Closing of the Polls

Service P*

M'

Youn&

A.

MILES

RepublicanCandidate

Circus-Vaudeville Thrills

RACES

ON FREE ACT PLATFORM
BEST PROGRAM IN YEARS!

Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday, Saturday

People’s

$3,600 in

7:30 P. M.— EvangelisticService
with special vocal numbers by the

FIREWORKS EVERY NIGHT!

Purses

TWO MIDWAYS

The Best Horses Ever At

BerghorstSisters who sing with
ElectionUw, Revision of 1931
(410) Section L On the day of guitar accompaniment;and Mrs.
Botz with her clear and true
any election the
oe
shall be
opened at seven o’clock in the forenoon, and shall be continued open
until six o'clockin the afternoon mg ^ experiences of their eight
and no longer; Provided, that in months’ gospel trailertrip as he
townships the boards of inspectors weaves the gospel in with it.
Everyone invited.
of election may, in its discretion,
•djourn the polls at twelve o’clock
noon, for one hour, and that the
“DON’T FORGET TO GO TO
township board in townships and
the legislative body In cities and THE PRIMARY SEPTEMBER 18

Hartford

polls

NELSON

PACKED WITH CLEAN AMUSEMENTS

Radio Broadcast Daily Direct From Grounds

RECORD EXHIBITS

AND VOTE FOR JARRETT N

State Representative

IW&'sSS
keptc

SECOND TERM

«

n „
Vote Republican*—
,

Sept.

”

R PR0SECUTINQ AT-

COLDS

prescribed for the dosing thereof
sad
shall he allowed to vote.
The polls of said election will be
open -at 7 o'clocka. m. and will Uffrit Tablets
Ant day
remain open until 6 o’dock p. m. felva. Note Drops Headache.If
of said day of elaction.

FEVER

13

„

A.

KRONEMEYER, aerk,
Park Township.

rxii&iL',

GILBERT VANDE

WATER

Candidate for re-nomlaatioa for Coroner

Diversified Interests'!

on the RepublicanTicket

later than eight

gSSSS

Ottawa County

..

open not

TORNEY

is

familiar with the duties of the office.
He enjoys the confidenceof The Youth.
He has good judgement.
He has always been a Republican.
He is a World War veteran.
He pledges himself:

*1 would like1 to say that I have
endeavored through all the yean
or service, to give you my very
perform'
laws relating to the coroner'spost*
tion a thorough study, and by at*
tending conventions
ons having to do
with coroners' work, and In conUcting other sources of knowledge
relatingthereto, together with my

experience,I have gained •’ thoruogh insight as to the require*
ments of that office. I have endeavored at all timea to be fair with
everyone in the conducting of the
office of coroner in Ottawa County, and on my past work I would
like to halve the votars judge my
capability for that office.”

SCHOOL DAY, WEDNESDAY, WITH STUDENTS AND
TEACHERS AS QUESTS OF THE FAIR!
More Entertainment, More Amusement— More

Fiin

Than You Ever Bought Evr yfo

The Greatest Fair ia Van Boren County’s History

26c

Celebrating Its Silver Jubilee

GATE—

GILBERT VANDE WATER.

..

_______

_______

....

AUTO—

.

26c

GRANDSTAND— 26e

NEW!

THE HOLLAND CITY

Three

the event was Mrs. Jacob Rustlcos.
Paw, Mr. and Mrs. James Tysae of tending participated In gamea. ville, Ky., wsrs among
Others attendingthe party, besides
Chicago, Mr. and Mn. Meyers of After prise* hiwl been awarded attendingthe affair.
SOCIETY
the honored guests, were Donald
Oak Park, 111., Ralph Danhof of winners,the hostessserved refreshWierda, Marvin Tietama,and
which included
Kentucky, the
be Misses
Misses .Adeline Mc- ments
Miss Nellie Ptagenhoef,who will Ernest Westenbroek. Willard VeltAlma --------.
Kenna,
fithelmary
Lamoreaux,
Kenna.
E
TYSSE-HARTOUGH CHURCH Honorine Vande Vooren, Phoebe Branderhorst, Doris Strowenjans, become a bride in tbs near future, man will leave shortly to take up
MARRIAGE OUTSTANDING Sargent and Mr. and Mrs. Carol Ruth and Dorothy Kaashoek, and was honor guest at a miscellaneous work at Evangelical Theological
shower presented Friday night by
iaanr at
__ _
Dallas,
____
Texas.
__ ClarFALL SOCIAL EVENT
Clara Jane and Lillian Bunina, aH Mrs. Dick Visch and Mrs. George seminary
Fitch of Grand Rapids.
ence Veltman wUl continue work
•
•
«
„ ; e e e
of Holland.
Ver Hoef. A three-course lunch toward his M.S. at Washingtoi
• as
was served. Prises at games went
Miss CorneliaTysae, daughter of VEEN-MEISTE NUPTIALS
SL Louis, Mo., white
TAKE PLACE A farewell party was ppresented to the honor guest and Mrs. J. university,
„je Rev. and Mrs. Gerrit Tvaae. 88
IVter Veltman will study for his
last Friday evening for Miss RoiendaW. Present at the shower M.A. at Western Reserve univers• * •
East 18th SL, became the
titer of Frances Koeman at her home on were the following: Mrs. W. Taylor ity, Cleveland,O.
Howard D. Hartoughof Woodbunr, Miss Laura Veen, daugh
)n of Mr. and Mra. Edwin Mra. C. Veen, became the bride rural route No. 6. Min Koeman of Gull Lake, Mrs. H. Bos, Mrs.
N. J., son
__
night
_
^ __
of Jerry left this week to take up a nurse’s T. Ratering,Mrs. B. Beck, Mrs. S.
Hartough of Fairview, 111., in a lest Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth V. De
Meiste, in a training course at Butterworth hos- Plagenhoef, Mrs. N. Plagenhoef,
of Henry
H
ceremony conducted by the bride’s Meiste, son of
Free and sons, Tommy and Dickie,
pital,
Grand
Rapids.
Attending
the
Mrs. Joe Rosendahl, Mrs. George
father, assisted by the Rev. James ceremony conducted at the Veen
spent last week-end with the parWayer, pastor of First Reformed home. The Rev. G. J. Vande Riet affair were members of Mrs. G. G. Ver Hoef, Miss Nellie Plagenhoef, ents of Mrs. De Free at Kansas,
Groenewoud’s Sunday School class and Miss Dorothy Plagenhoef, all
officiated.
Mrs.
Vande
Riet
played
the
wedding
was
church, where
and members of the (Kris' League of Holland, Mrs. Frank Hulsenga, Ohio.
solemnised at 5:80 p.m. Friday. the Lohengrin Wedding March as
for Service of Fourth Reformed of Zeeland, Mrs. Nick banning or
the
party
walked
ilL
l^ss
Ruth
The single ring ceremony was used.
Mrs. J. Vanden Bosch, 168 West NOTICE IS
GIVEN, That a General Primary
Wedding music was provided by Veen, sister of the bride, and Ger- church. A gift was presented to Grand Rapids, Mrs. William 16th St., recentlyhad as guests at
the
honor
guest.
A
two-course
Scheerhom of Holland, Mrs. Art her home hei< grandchil"Idren,
the Hope College trio and Miss ald Meiste, brother of the groom,
_____ the
Election will be held in the
attended the couple. Following the luncheon was served by the Misses Cook of rural route No. 6, Mrs. Rev. and Mrs. John Kuite and
Geraldine Walvoord, organist.
ceremony, a wedding repast was Wilma Nyboer, Agatha Vanden Andrew Steenwyk and Mrs. Milan daughter of Geno, 111.
City of Holland, State of Michigan
The bride wore a gown of white
Huyser of Zeeland, Mrs. Don De
served by the Misses Caroline Elst and Mrs. A. Koeman.
slipper satin and a veil of silk net
* • •
Cater of Hudsonville,Mrs. Gerrit
Schrotenboer,Ruth Hasekamp and
,
ON
1 .....
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Knoll, 94
with a slight train. She carried a
Warmelinkof rural route No. 5 and West 17th St., are visiting Mr.
Florence and Alvda Vande Riet.
Mrs. Jay Dalman and Mrs. Edbouquet of tea roses and asters.
Mrs. Neil Northuis,Mrs. D. Visch,
wedding trip to
Following a brier w<
ward Nyland were hostessesat the
Knoll’s brother, Nick Knoll, in
Mrs." James Tysee was matron of
Kentucky,the bride and groom home of the latter last Wednesday Mrs. M. Van Harn and Miss Betty Platte, S. D.
honor, while the Misses Lois and
will make their home in East afternoonat a party given in honor Visch of Zeeland.
Marian Tvsse, sisters of the bride,
of Miss Eunice Maatman of Monwere bridesmaids. Mr. and Mrs. Saugatuck.
A farewell party was presented
tello Park, who wiH take up a
Henry Tysse were master and misExpires SepL 10
tress of ceremonies. Barnard HarA farewell party was presented nurses’ trainingcourse at Presby- last Friday evening at the home of
At the place or places of holding the Election in said City
• • •
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jacob
Rusticus
on
terian
hospital,
New
York
City.
tough was best man, while Dr. in honor of Barney Nienhuis, Oak
as indicated below, viz :
West
9th
St.,
honoring
Willard,
Holland Township
Ralph Danhof, James Tysse, and Harbor, Washington, last week at Following a period of games, a
Clarence Tysse served as ushers.
the home of Mr. Nienhuis’mother, two-couree luncheon was served. Clarence and Peter Veltman, sons
The bride is a native of Holland Mrs. E. J. Nienhuis of North Hol- Mrs. F. Stevenson, Mrs. C. Finch, of the Rev. and Mrs. D. Veltman of
ELECTION NOTICE
Lincoln School, Columbia Ave. and
o t •
and a graduate of Holland high land. A two-course luncheon was Mrs. F. Beeuwkes, Mrs. H. Kramer, this city, who will leave Holland
11th St.
shortly
to
attend
institutions
of
Mrs.
H.
Maatman,
Mary
Jane
school and Hope college.She has served. Attending the function
General Primary Election
been a teacher in Grand Rapids. were Mrs. E. J. Nienhuis, John Maatman, Alma Kramer and Mrs. higher learning in other cities.
Notice is hereby given that
Mr. Hartough is also a Hope col- Nienhuis,Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Van Ed De Graw of St Joseph, and Host at the party was Marvin RusSECOND
Second Story of Engine House
ticus. Assistingin preparation for General Primary Election will be
lege graduate. He took his M.S. at Gelderen, Alvin, Marvin, Donald Miss Margaret Pleune of LouisNo. 1, 63 West 8th St.
held in the Township of Holland,
George Washington university at and Nora Van Gelderen, Mr. and
Ottawa County, State of Michigan,
Mrs.
Peter
Van
Gelderen
and
son,
Washington, D.C., and is now emon
iloyed as research chemist at the Donald, Mr. and Mrs. Arend Smith,
G. A. R. Room, Basement Floor. City
Resolution* of the Seminary on the Death of The
Elmer and Myrtle Smith, Mr.
iocony Oil Co.
Hall, Cor. River Ave. and lltn St.
Tuesday, SepL 13, 1938
Rev.
Siehe
C.
IVettinpa,
D.
D.
A wedding repast was served to and Mrs. Steve Wierhema,
# » »
approximately 85 guests by the Maxine, Leona, Ronald, Joyce,
WHEREAS: It pleasedGod, on the 20th of August, to take from us it the township hall;
Washington School, Cor. Mapli
Misses Berdiene Hop, Patsy Ver Mary Jane, Myra Jean and Norby death our beloved Presidentand colleague, Dr. Siebe C. Nettinga,and
For the purpose of placing in
Hulst, Christine Ver Hulst, Dor- man Wiersema,Mr. and Mrs. Joe
and 11th St.
WHEREAS: We believe, although we cannot see, that this action nomination by all political parties
othy Mae Mulder, Barbara Dampen De Kraker, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
participating
therein,
candidates
was
in
accordance
with
supreme
Wisdom
and
Love,
therefore,
Nienhuis, Gordon, John, Ethel, La
and Esther Hinkamp.
RESOLVED: That we, the Faculty of the Western Theological for the following offices,vlx:
1st. Precinch-Polling Place, College
Following the ceremonyMr. and Verne and Roger Nienhuis,Mr. and
State
Governor,Lieutenant
Mrs. Hartough left on a wedding Mrs. Hollis Nienhuis, Vernon and Seminary, hereby express our profound sorrow because of this irreparand 19th
h
trip to New Jersey. They will Wayne Nienhuis, Mr. and Mrs. able loss; our high esteem for Dr. Nettinga as a minister, a professor, Governor.
2nd.
Precinct
—
Longfellow
School,
Congressional
Representative
reside at 240 Broad SL, Woodbury, Henry Bouwman, Betty Lou and and an executive; and our admiration for his piety and sterling
24th St.
Kenneth Lee Bouwman and Eildert Christiancharacter. We pray that the bereaved family may be com- in Congress.
N. J., after Sept. 15.
Legislative — Senator, Represenion. On
forted by the God of all comfort In this hour of deep
Out-of-town guests at the wed- Nienhuis.
behalf of the Seminary, we look also to God with the humble petition tative.
ding were: Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Raalte Ave. School House,
Hartough and Bernard Hartough Miss Florence Bursma was honor that the place which Dr. Nettinga so ably filled may without great delay County — - Prosecuting Attorney,
Van
Raalte Ave. between 19th
Sheriff, Clerk, Treasurer, Relgster
of Fairview, 111., Mrs. S. Jamison guest at a party presented by Mrs. be again worthily occupied by a man chosen and prepared for this
of
______
Deeds, ____
Audiliter in countieselecand
20th
Sta.
Martin
Bursma
at
her
Lakewood
of Canton, 111., the Rev. and Mrs.
important service.
ting same, Circuit Court CommisJ. Hoogenboom of Decatur, Miss Blvd. home, Wednesday,the occaRESOLVED: That these resolutions be offored to the 'Tnteiligencer- sioners, Drain Commissioners, Corbeing the honor guest’s 11th
Pauline Whitehead of Fairview, sion
birthday^anniversary. Those at- Leader" for publication; and that a copy be sent to Mrs. Nettinga.
oners, Surveyor, and such other of111., Miss Kathleen Prater of Paw
he purpose of placing in Nominationby all Political
For the
ficers as may be nominated at that

NEWS

~

'

ass

totbe^
,

.

_

GENERAL PRIMARY

see

___

ELECTION
- HEREBY

Frank

TOES., SEPT. 13,1938

Bottje

Republican Candidate
of
Ottawa County

FIRST WARD—

Register of Deeds
Primaries,SeptemberIS, 1938

YOUR SUPPORT WILL BE
APPRECIATED

WARD—

THIRD WARD—

FOURTH WARD—

* UhS

St.

FIFTH WARD—

—

—

SIXTH WARD-Van

.....

,

parties participatingtherein,Candidates for
the following Officee, viz:

time.

• • •
Notice Relatlite lo Opening and

Compiled by the Historical Records Survey of Holland for the information of the

Election Law, Revision of 1931
(410) Section 1. On the day of
any/ election the polls shall be
Haven city hall, fire station, sewage disposal plant and opened at seven o’clock In the forenew hospital; for the Zeeland bowl, electric plant and noon, and shall be continued open
until six o’clockin the afternoon
distributionsystem; for major projects at Spring Lake and no lonMr: Provided, that in
_________
__ . _____
of insepetors
and South Haven and other cities. Now we should take townships the boards
of election may, in its discretion,
advantage of the opportunity to let them help us pay for adjourn the polls at twelve o’clock
noon, for one hour, and that the
a needed improvement in Holland.
township board in townships and
the legislative body in citiea and
CONSTRUCTION OF
BUILDING villages may, by resolution, provide
that the polls shall be opened at
TO THE CITY?
six o’clock in the forenoon and may
It would mean that 80 men would get full-time work at also provide that the polls shall be
kent open not later than eight
their trades for an estimated 10 months. This would not o’cloek In the evening of the same
be “security wages” such as the W. P. A. pays for shor- day. Every qualified voter present
and in line at the polls at the hour
tened hours, but full time employment at prevailing prescribedfor the closing thereof
wages. It would mean the release of a $7,000 monthly shall be allowed to vote.
The polls of said election will be
payroll to be spent in the city. It would mean the puropen at 7 o’clock a. m. and will
chase of $85,000 worth of building materials, most of remain open until 6 o’clockp. m.
which would be bought through local channels.
of said day of election.

Your Questions Answered on
Library-

Raymond

L.

Smith

WHAT

IS

Museum Proposal

THE LIBRARY-MUSEUM BOND

It is a

Repnblican Nomination

ISSUE

WHAT WOULD
W. A. grant of $69,500,

the total to be used for a building for the Holland Public

FOR

Library, the Netherlands Museum, and other community
activities,to be built on property already

Prosecuting Attorney

owned by the

city.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH THE PRESENT LIBRARY?

OTTAWA COUNTY

Authorities say Holland really has no library. Other
cities of similar sire in Michigan have real libraries
which meet the standards set by state and national hbrary experts. The Holland library has been in the same
place in the City Hall for 27 years and has long since outgrown the space. There isn’t enough room for the books.
There isn’t enough reading room to use books in the library. There isn’t enough desk room for charging books
out and receiving them back from borrowers. The library

Primaries September 13, 1938

LOANS

is

.

noisy and crowded.

HOW WOULD

A

NEW BUILDING CORRECT THE

UATION?

No Endorsers

HOLLAND

Just as

them

LOAN
10

W.

Eighth

same

safely.

crease.

IF

WANTED TO BUY —
with

Property

Lake Michigan fronU|^

State locatioB^price,. etc.
Box 80, care of Newt

Wi

_

Library and

•(

IS

Only after the bond issue is approved and the P. W.
A. grant finally made will final plans for the building he
accepted and a site be finally approved by the City Coun-

8TH.

A. right along, without ever trying to get anjrthmg for
our money. We have paid a share of the cost of the Grand

.....

8, inclusive,

*

.......

.

amount

of

:

amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1939
amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1940
9 to 12, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1941
No’s. 13 to 16, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1942
No’s. 17 to 20, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1943
No’s. 21 to 24, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. X, 1944
No’s. 25 to 28, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1945
No’s. 29 to 32, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1946
No’s. 33 to 36, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1947
No’s. 37 to 40, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1948
No’s. 41 to 44, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1949
No’s. 45 to 48, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1950
No’s. 49 to 52, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1951
No’s 53 to 56, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.60 Aug. 1, 1952
No’s. 57 to 60, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1953
No’s. 61 to 64, inclusive, amounting to $5,000.00 Aug. 1, 1954
No’s. 65 to 68, inclusive, amounting to $5,000.00 Aug. 1, 1955
No’s. 69 to 72, inclusive, amounting to $5,000.00 Aug. 1, 1956
No’s. 73 to 77, inclusive, amounting to $5,000.00 Aug. 1, 1957
No's. 78 to 83, inclusive, amounting to $5,000.00 Aug. 1, 1958

to

-

per annum, payable spmi-annually on the first day of .February and

August

of each

year? /

1

Jk
...

4, inclusive,

5

YOUR PUBLIC LIBRARY IN THfE CITY HALL
SEE THE CONDITIONS FOR YOURSELF.
" TALK TO THE LIBRARIANS.
VISIT THE NETHERLANDS MUSEUM IN THE MASONIC TEMPLE AS OUR GUESTS. ADMISSION FREE SEPT. 8-9-10.
COME TO THE PUBLIC MEETING AT THE WOMAN’S
LITERARY CLUB AT 8:30 O’CLOCK, THURSDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER

WE HAVE A P.W.A. GRANT WON'T WE PAY THE
COST THROUGH FEDERAL TAXES JUSTTHE
SAME?"
We have been paying our share of Federal taxes for P. W,

.

a P.W.A. project on prpperty owned by

VISIT

museum.

...

Bond No’s. 1 to

4%

PO?

Explain these points to your friends and neighbors. Pass
this folder on to them. If you are qualified to vote on a
bond issue, vote "YES" on the separate ballot you will receive at the polls on Tuesday, Sept 13th.

—

Thousand

together with interest at a rate fixed by the purchaser, but not to exceed

BEUEVE THE PROPOSITION IS SOUND WHAT
I

Museum building as

Bond No’s.
Bond No’s.

Bond
Bond
Bond
Bond
Bond
Bond
Bond
Bond
Bond
Bond
Bond
Bond
Bond

No.

SHOULD

of Eighty-five

$85,000.00 be issued thereforand to be payable as follows

Bond

.

I

sum

used for the purpose of constructinga combined

Shall the bonds of the City of Holland in the total

Bond
Bond
Bond

1

ARE THE PLANS FOR THE BUILDING FINAL AND
THE LOCATION ALREADY SET?

IF

to be

the City and

---

'•*

r

:

Shall the City of Holland raise by loan the

Maintenance costs for a single building should be less
than the combined costs for two separate locations for library and museum. The library is already charged $400
a year rental for its space in Ihe City Hall. This could be
applied to upkeep for the new building. Allotmentof
state library funds for which the library would become
1* ft 1 .
1 sv 1% KrtStsJ TZ-va*WX O YY
eligible in its new building could also be used for maintenance. In
In a new building
buildin museum admissions would
increase greatly, and memberships in the Netherlands
Pioneer and Historical Foundation would likewise in? X.

f

hereby given that a Special Election will be held in the several

($85,000.00)Dollars

would include 66 cents per year for paying off these bonds.
That figure is based on the present total valuation of the
city; as the city grows and the total valuation increases,
the individual share of the bond coat will automatically
lower.

1

is

upon the following proposition

The plan on which you will vote Sept. 13th will cost an
average of 44 cents per $1,000 of assessed valuation.
Thus, if your home is assessed at $1,500, your tax bill

roof.

bur library and

Notice

OWNERS

wards and precincts in the City of Holland in conjunction with the General
Primary Election on Tuesday, Sept. 13, 1938 for the purpose of voting

HOW WILL THE BUILDING BE MAINTAINED?

<•

Telephone 3175

FOR PROPERTY

MY PROP-

THESE BONDS?

Delay in applying for a P.W.A. applicationwill mean the
loss of the chance to get Federal funds to pay for 45 per
cent of the total cost. We know that right now we can
apply for Such help. Next year, or two years from now,
the chance will probably be gone. This is our opportunity
to replace, at a real bargain price, a 1911:model book
room”
in the
City HaD
modern hbrarybuildroom 1U
me V1VJT
XM.au with
nxyu a 1988 ———————
--ing that will compare with the best in the qtate. We replace other obsolete equipment and should do the same for

II W. Eighth 8t

ON

HOW MUCH OF MY TAX BILL WOULD COVER

JUST

WHY SHOULD THE BUILDING BE BUILT NOW?

LOAN ASS’N

\

Special Election

off

to the foresightof the City Council in building a
reserve for debt-service, this additionalbond issue need
not increaseyour property taxes. The cost for debt-service in Holland will be steadily lower each year, even
with this additional$85,000 bond issue.

could be carried on there.

HOLLAND

^

Notice of

Thanks

The museum and the library are already closely associated
with the schools. Classwork is done m both places. With
adequate quarters this work could be extended. In addition, it would provide room for various out-of-schoolactivities to help keep the young people from the streets.
Character-buildingorganizations,hobby clubs craftsman
clubs, dramatic groups, and other young folks activities

The Faster Yon Pay the
Leas It Costa

t

Clerk. Holland Township.

ERTY?

WHAT ARE SOME OF THOSE ACTIVITIES?

LOANS

!

:

__

____________

.

___________

_

a.

______

_____________

m.

of said day of

OSCAR PETERSON, City Clerk

bonds— through property taxes.

WONT THAT INCREASE THE TAXES

Yes, Space would be provided for various community
activities which could properly be brought under the

Telephone 3175

election.

m.

would be reduced an-

Just as the money is being raised every year to pay

THING ELSE?

SL

until 6 o’clock p.

WALTER VANDER HAAR,

THESE BONDS?

WOULD THE NEW BUILDING BE USED FOR ANY-

ASS'N.

of said election will be open 7 o'clock

remain open

HOW WILL THE MONEY BE RAISED TO PAY OFF

existing

PART OF THE BUILDING?

HOLLAND

will

nually.

Next to Tulip Time, the Netherlands Museum is the biggest tourist attraction in Holland, and tourists mean
money for the city. The Museum is a year-around attracion. In about 18 months the Museum register shows
more than 25,000 persons have visited the Museum. The
value of gifts and loans to the Museum for display is estimated to be more than $100,000. Many thousandsof
‘dollars of additional gifts and loans canno be accepted
for lack of room to display them, and facilitiesto keep

NO DELAY

THE POLLS
and

we have paid for every other public improvement;
a bond issue. Repayment of the $85,000 in bonds

last 5 years, the interestcharges

WHY SHOULD THE NETHERLANDS MUSEUM HAVE

Quick Personal
Loan Service

and such other Officers as may be
nominated at that time.

ers, Surveyor,

cipal each year, by $4,000 for 15 years and $5,000 for the

That would be up to the City Council. But other city departmentsneed space in the City Hall and a rearrangement of offices would make for greater efficiency.The
Board of Public Works needs added space badly.

LOANS

COUNTY

would be spread over 20 years, as explained in the adver-

USED BY THE LIBRARY?

Telephone 3175

Senator, Representative.

tisements in the local newspapers. By reducing the prin-

WHAT WOULD BE DONE WITH THE SPACE NOW

10 W. Eighth SL

LEGISLATIVE

through

each year.

LOAN ASS’N

Representative in Congress.

THE

GRANTING THAT THE BUILDING IS DESIRABLE
AND WORTH THE MONEY, HOW WILL WE
PAY OUR SHARE?

SIT-

,
,
By providing space for books now being damaged by
improper storage. It would make it possible to put into
use books, papers, magazines, etc., now packed in the attic
at City Hall. It would provide separate reading rooms
for children and adults. ,It would make the library eligible for full cash grants from the state library fund

$25.00 to $300
for any emergency.

CONGRESSIONAL

MEAN

proposal to authorize issuance of $85,000 worth of

city bonds and to apply for a P.

Governor, Lieutenant Governor.

t

PROPOSITION?

CANDIDATE FOR

STATE

Closing of the Polls

Voters on Proposal Given Below

__1

Tcm
OVERI8EL
MUa Laura Veen and

at

September Discount Sale
‘

HEERSPINK’S JEWELRY

SAVE SAVE

SAVE

'/4 '/3

1

SILVERWARE—

1847

V2

Rogers Service

%

for 6, 8 or 12 at

off

FREE! - FREE!
A

lace tablecloth 72

beautiful

and

90 in.

in. x

a

1881 Rogers

tarnish'proof chest with 59’piece set

DRESSER SETS V3

to Vi off

V* to Vt on W atches, Clocks and

«_

1

Bill

omratic Party" and the spending of
billions through “pump-priming" Mr. and Mrs. Bill Carr of Chicaand there seemed to be no end to go spent the week end with their
the spending.He never spoke of the parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Kolpresident as the head of the na- voord, Jr.
tion but did take him to task seMr. and Mrs. Bud Ten Brink enverely as the head of the Demo- tertained Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
cratic Party and the New Deal.
Kempker and family of Holland
Mr. Hoffman stated that from 6 last Wednesday evening.
millionunemployedin the Hoover
Mr. and Mra. Everett Root and
administrationwhich is only 2 milson of Fennville were Labor Day
lion more than in normal times, tovisitors in the home of their parday there were approximately 14
ents, Mr. and Mrs. William Root.
million unemployed.He also reMr. and Mrs. Gerrit Brink of
ferred to the thousands of strikes
Holland spent the week end with
throughoutthe nation, and this
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jake
was especiallyprevalent in Mich- Drenten.
igan, which brought distress and
Miss Eunice Hagelskamp of
calamity to thousands who wished
to work and should be given the Grand Rapids visitea her parents
over the holiday.
privilegeto work.
Mr. Hoffman went into detail
andT ,M™\9US Maatm»n. Mr“pump-priming"showing where the „
LI°yd JJaatman, Nancy Jo
Democratic administrationfirst ‘"aaJman and Mr. an(i Mrs. John
condemned a governmentdeficit of Haakma and Constance Joy Haakfive billion dollars as ruinous,now, IJ]8 wene ^umlay guests of Mr. and
within a period of six years, has
Ben Kooi,ter and daughter,
spent nearly four times that much Joyceand unemploymenthas surely not ^r- and Mrs. Henry Strabbing
decreased at the moment. He celebratedMr. Strabbing’s birthpomted out that the budget should day anniversary last week Thursbe balanced in order to show where day by having the following guests
the governmentis at. The balanc- at dinner: Mr. and Mrs. Bill Clough
ing of the budget is the first prin- and son, jimmy,
T: ---- of
' -Saugatuck,
----- * and
ciple of every well-regulatedbus- Rev. and Mrs. A. H. Strabbing of
iness, and the government should Holland.
be the first to follow those business
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Groenheide

Michigan.

Needs a Library
A

ond

$69,500 Gift Towards

,

Its Cost

NOW!

"*w,

Ottawa County has not had

Next Year Will Be Too Late!

a Republican State Senator

during the last ten

VOTE 0 YES
Library-Museum

Vote

Proposition

for

years. principals.

and son, Dale, of Kalamazoo were
FOR SALE — Flemish beauty can- week end guests of relatives here.
Last Friday afternoon Mias Henning pears. Phone 2187. Paul
rietta Johnson,daughter of Mr.
Dogger, R.R. No. 6, Holland.
and Mrs. H. R. Johnson and Elmer

—

Hooter Heriog

WANTED — Large unfurnished

Nienhuis of Holland were united in
room, preferablywith bath, marriage in the home of Dr. C. F.
close in, by business girl. Call Fields at Holland. A receptionwas
held for the couple following the
4831 or 2828.
ceremonyat the bride's parents for
30 guests. A wedding supper was
served by Hester Ende, Harriet
Kuite Mildred Lugtiheide,Mrs. C.
Lugtiheide and Mrs. Ben Kuite.
The couple left on a wedding trip
to the Niagara Falls. They will be
at home after Sept. 15 on Van
Raalte Ave. Congratulations!

of Ottawa County for ReThia advertisement paid for by a person

who

wants to see

publican State Senator.

Holland keep abreastof the times.

BARGAINS

BERT BRANDT
St.
3655
Phone

of

Ottawa and Allegan Counties

Here

is

an opportunityto give a young

mao

chance to represent these two counties at the

if

my very best

will do

the confidence you place in

Continuous Performance
Friday, Sept 9, Sat, Sept 10, 17
Price Change— 5:00
Balance — Matinees daily at 2:30
Evenings7:00 and 9:15

Bing Croaby and Fred MacM array Friday and Saturday, Sept 9, 10
•

Double Feature
GUEST

Sept

a young

mam.

I sin-

School Days or
School

DAZE

a bright pupil and a sluggish

often, the difference

some minor physicalcon-

dition that can be easily correc-

12, IS

^

ted if caught in time. Are you

p

sure that your child is not suffering such a handicap, both to

Blockheads

Soaja Henie tad Richard Greene

Added-Newa, Comedy, Novelty
and Cartoon

his personality and his

gftifctr 15, U, aad
Gaorgt Baft aad Deratby

The Probate Court for the County of Ottawa.
of said Court, held
•t the Probate Office in the City of
Haven in said County, on
theSlst day of August, A.D., 1988.

Nortli

WHEATAM EXTRACT

$2.50

WHEATAMIN TABLETS

............

f

j2.39

............................

ADEX TABLETS

$2.50 SQUIBB

OIL ^
^
,193

............................

Week lb.

Mason

Toll

-

Quarts. 69c

Ken

59c

9c

pound
bulk

5c

-gallon. 89c

Olfar Ends Sept. 10th
Tour

NO

^

Pectin

Kerr or Ball

Caps

do.en

21c

pkg«

25c

Jelly Classes do.

39c

3

z

Twin or
Sandwich
Light Fluffy Fan Bolls dozen only Bo

CLOCK BREAD

CINNAMON
Soft and Safe

!

f

r»u.

HEAD

01 MOTE
g

size

5c

izc

^

Henkel'i ,‘^b
sack 75c

ixu*

Oleo

25c

&

1

0c

PopularBrands

Wesoo Flaky Soda

Soap Chip* 5 £, 29c

Crackers 2^, 15c

Golden Bantam

Com

Mary Lou

Large 50-60 Sis#

^

3

25c

Prunes

Dill

4

100-lb. bag prices

9c

1

Qr

Beam
Milk

$7c

"Z* Tttc

Country Club

Pure Befiued

He

Lard
Tasty - Light Layer

4

^

25c

SOUP

can

$1.50

Egg Mash

91.80

Crowing

91.90

16$ Dairy

91.20

JO* Daily

11.30

Salt

Barbara Ann

9c

(Wert 15c) now 1

Scratch

Mash - Starting and

Tomatoes or Green

Pickles

Cake

WESCO FEEDS

Eatmore Hut

6

25c

With coupon from pkg. of Country
Club Crackers

Best Family Hour

25c

Vaptha Soap

Fels

lz pencils

(With your name in gold)

Oc

1

1c

only

'With purchaM of Embasey Salad
Dressing or Peanut Butter or
Country Club Salad Dressing

of C only 10c

TUsue

Seminole 4

!

NOTEBOOK
FILLER - 40 sheet

tz
Hamburg or Weiner Buns

EXTENSION

79c

Quarta. t9c - ft-galloa. 11.09

Oc

pie* t

eboaoe to secure tout

nits for OBly Mo (with book)
Frioo without book f LOO

Her Grace Fruit

Jar Rings 3

loat

choice of aevoa 1-3 or B piece

Jan

Wide Mouth

Avaloa

Jar

Ball

or

can

Kroger'!

SILVERWARE

15c

bo0

8ROW1ELLE

^

Jars

35c

eoa
lb.

Ball Bros.

or

FINAL

5c

lUdltua

45c

50-lb. block

Coam

IL00

Salt 100-lb. bo,

—

Country Club

Large
SVi

True ripened

that

are crisper

pkg.

pmm

££; /Vic

12

can.

$1.73

f

The first time wo

Flump Peaches ' Ho.
Packed in rich
heavy syrup

have ever sold

C

CM-

**

can

Fruit Cocktail of

15

this

quality at

this

low price

ID

FRESH DRESSED MICHIGAN

POTATOES

CHICKENS

Michigan U. 5. No. 1 Quality

Fancy Fryers
Fancy toasters
Fancy Stewing

15-15c

Hens

California Valencia

ORANGES

SHORT RIBS
SSMBBsise do..

1

GREEN

3

Crisp. Solid

^

Hoads

PEPPERS

lb.

In the Matter of the Estate of
Herman O. Beckman, Deceased,
t Marion ItolUe having filed In
Mid Court her petition,praying
for licenseto sell the interest of
said estate in certain real estate
therein described,
Ui* Ordered That the 4th day
0u3eiob£ ^ D„ 1988, at ten o’clock in the forenoon^at said Probate Office,
hereby ap-

ca

* 19c

SMOKED PICNICS *
•aoh 1C
Country Club - I to 3

SUB
c-t

7/
Herrud’s

ONIONS
1

No. 1 Quality

K

•

y:

*7

V

10--15c

;

*

lb.

•k^Vvtpjk

•

•

1914c

pieces

BACON

LEONA
'

12c

n,

BroadoastIbaabloea

1c

MICHIGAN YELLOW

U.

Grand

HAMBURGER

49c

25c
m

c q

9C
fiaoU,

HONEY

CABBAGE

Your choice 10

* 25c
•

SAUSAGE

"

:

£

oV-A

» 19c

run Hu

HADDOCK FILLETS &

PORKt?"

13c

19c

new

Genuine KUTM ASTER Slicer only 23c
f0"?*08*

vrhjr'

a license to

sell

the interest of said estate in said

(with

my

purchase

of

Kroger meat unounting to

25c) A

regalar

f

1.00

school term with every advan-

value-made of crucible steel— 10 in. blade— genuine Cocobolo handle.

tage of health.

.

Heavy Braga Bhreta.
I

Am

The

Law

Added— Newa
GUEST NIGHT— Thura- Sept 15
Nebao Eddy aad EUmt P«we0

to

3 OZ.

Pment, Hon. Cora Vande Wa-

IT

Umov

Ken

PAIL

dentist,

now, so that he can start the

Weady Barrie

!

PARKE DAVIS COD LIVER

‘have your child thoroughly ex-

Wednesday aad Thvadsy,
September 14 aad IV
Edw. O. Babiaami aad

Thwsday, Friday aad Saturday

marks?

|The only way to make sure, is

amined by doctor and

Spawi of tbc

between

Added— Episode No. 2 of Serial

September 12, IS and 14

Star

What fellow members say about
Representative Odell:—

ter, Judge of Probate.

Momday, Tuesday, Wednesday

My Locky

and Taxpayer.

STATE OF MICHIGAN

George O’Brien in

Laurel and Hardy in

to.

PINT

CANE SUGAR

members.”

So

Monday and Tuesday, Sept

......................7c

....

Member of "Ways and Means"
Committee.

"Representative Odell should be
returned to the legislature becaw of the good he can now be
diatrirt and the State
of Michigan in the next session, by
reason of his experience on the
itstatstt most important “Wayi and Means
Committee” and the respect and
confidenceplaced in him by fellow

’THE CHASER"

in

FAB GO"

resentatives.

Expires Sept. 24—17408

“Radio Patrol"

“WELLS

.

Everyone Needs Vitamins

d°'«i 3potii,ht

SALMON

The oora flakes Large

^

one, is

Joel McCrea and Bob Burns

HINKLES COMP. PILLS

41'

COCKTAIL

Friend of the Farmer, Schools

‘TAINTED DESERT"

10

100

2Z

...............................

PEACHES

Senior Member of House of Rep-

Dennis O’Keefe in

NIGHT -Saturday,

BI-SO-DbL POWDER

FLAKES

to merit

HOLLAND COLONIAL

Sing Yoo Sinners

65c

m

....................................

Arthur U. Odell

VOTE REPUBLICAN-SEPT.13

primaries next Tuesday, Sept. 13.

in

KRUSCHEN SALTS

FRUIT

a

cerely and earnestly solicit your support at the

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

Friday and Saturday, Sept 9, 10

40c

Choice Quality

state

nominated and elected on the

Republican ticket, I

3

PAPES DIAPEPSIN

49c

...........................................

CORN

Allegan County

young men; and

Price Change— 5:00

60c

KAFRE HAC

x*

STATE REPRESENTATIVE

legislature. The Republican Party is asking for

i

PONDS CREAMS

Rc-clect

Holland

W>-D—

CfBtin Oorts Daily Starting at 2:30

88c

........

COUNTBY CLUB

Senator

for State

instruments for sale or rent.

260 East 14th

SANKA OR
COFFEE

LEON D. NOBES

instruments. New or used

in band

30c

KROGER B msSHSi

Holland

on the

^

ARZEN FOR HAY FEVER ........................
EDWARDS OLIVE TABLETS
.......
19c

50c

BEN H.

Jeweler on the Square”

LET’S GET IT

SATURDAY

SALE NOW THROUGH
$1.0 ADLERIKA _______

who

Holland

Now’s Our Chance To Get

Efthth

KROGER

Folds 89c

Square

^

ffoUanfs Busiest Drug Store
HoIUnd

Cornet River end

Ramri.

HEERSPINK JEWELRY
The

Imvwl

Cut Rate Drugs

I

Jewelry

450 Washington

Rev. and Mn. Nicholas Bur*
gruff returned to thuir home in
The Holland Women’s RepuNi- Boonton,NT. J. lust Wednesday
« club sponsored a meeting held morning after spending three ween
the Woman’s Literary Club that with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
traght nearly S00 to the gather- Herman Kuite.
g Tuesday. Mra. Charles Mc- Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Schutmaat,
ride presided over the meet
Evelyn Schutmaat, Mr. and Mrs.
played the wedding music. The J1". J. A. Telling acted as m
Wallace Kempkeru, Norma Jean
bride wore white satin and carried Ury. Others hslping in the ar- Kempkers, Mr. and Mrs. George
a bouquet of garden flowera.Miss rangementa were Mra. Vaudie Van. Schutmaat and family attendedthe
Ruth Veen, slater of the bride, act- den Berg and Mrs. Andrew Hyma. Kropscot reunion at the home o:
ed as bridesmaid and Mr. Gerald
Mr. and Mn. Charles Veldhuis,
Meiste of Kalamazoo was beat
north of town on Saturday.
man. After the receptionthe brid- » visitor, coming to listen to his Mn. Dena Schutmaat and famial couple left for a trip to Ken- fellow-congressman,Mr. Hoffman; ly of Holland wen week end visitucky.
however,he was called upon to ton of relatives here.
A son, Stanley Jay, was born to make a few remarks which were Rev. and Mn. I. Scherpenisze
Mr. and Mrs. James Lubbers last
spent Friday evening with Mr. and
plause' *nd Wer* rre€t*d w,th *PFriday, August 28.
Mn. Charles Veldhuis.
Mias Dorothy Langelandunder- One of the featuresof the meetMr. and Mn. Ben Kooiker, Joyce
went a tonsil operation at the Hoi- ing was the introduction of the Kooiker, and Mr. and Mn. John
__ l
•
land hospitallast Saturday.
different candidates
ware Haakma and daughter, Connie,
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Albers of presented for differentoffices on were guests of Mr. and Mn. Frank
Grand Rapids spent the Labor Day the Republican ticket at the pri- Dekema at Kalamazoo last Thunweek end at the home of Ben Al- maries next Tuesday. County dsy evening.
bers.
Clerk, William Wilda, introduced Mr. and Mn. Ernie Kronbergof
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Brower of them individually, and among Three Riven spent the week end
Grand Rapids visited their children, them were the candidatesfor pros- and Labor Day with Mr. and Mn
Mr. and Mrs. William Plumert and ecutor, Elbern Parsons and Ray- E. A. Dangremond. Mr. and Mn
family last Sunday and Labor Day. mond Smith of Holland, Howard Ray Dangremond and son oi
Mrs. M. Dalman of Holland vis- Pant and Mr. Matthew Locke of Grandvilleand Mr. and Mn. Donited Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Nienhuis Grand Haven and Attorney Jar- ald Slighterand daughter of Holand family Labor Day week end. rett Clark of Zeeland. Candidates land were also guests in the Ed
A son, Glenn David, was bom to for she ff present were Wm. Boeve Dangremond home on Labor Day.
Mr. and Mn. Gordon Veen and
Mr. and Mrs. John Voorhorst on of Holland; Ben Rosema, Spring
September 3. Mrs. Frank Peters, Lake; Treasurers Fred Den Her- daughter, Beverly, attended the
who is now living in the village, is der and Joseph Swartz of Grand wedding of the former’s sister,
Haven; Ben Rutgers, Holland. 3 Laun, to Jerry Meiste last week
working there.
Republican Candidate for
Rev. and Mrs. Justin Hoffman candidates for Register of Deeds, Thunday afternoon.
namely, Frank Bottje of Grand
The Misses Harriet Van Doomik
Haven and Benjamin Van Loo oof and Elaine Ashley and the Messn.
Zeeland,and Rufus Kramer of HolGilbert Lugten and Marvin Kaper
H. J. Hoffman the early part of
lad were present. Others present
the week.
spent the week end touring norwere Attorney Nelson Miles, Hol- thern Michigan.
Mr .and Mrs. Harvey Dampen land Representative;Attorney Tom
enjoyed a trip to the Straits in Mahan, candidate for circuit court The local school opened Tuesday
PRIMARIES, SEPT. 13. 1938
northern Michigan last week.
commissioner; Gilbert Vande Wa- morning. All the teachen are again
Vacationis ended and schools, ter, Holland Coroner; Mr. Howard presentvith
with the exception of Miss
1
thTe, ex^OTi o{ Mi88
Your Support Will Be Appreciated
both grammar and high school, are
Jacobson, Congressional candidate yand®r.K^mpLHLr fo??,e,-po?.,t,on
reopening this week.
of
t„j_^ here is taken by Mrs. Lillian GorsJ
of C.rnnH
Grand Rapids. Probate Judge
«444444444444MMtM4«MMMM444
Cora Vande Water, who holds over, line of Holland.
FOR SALE— Black Russian Pony was also introduced and re- The Messrs. Harold Dangremond,
Alvin Strabbing and Gordon Timfur coat, size 18. Will sacrifice ceived hearty applause. In
fact,
all
candidates
re- merman motored to northern Michfor cash. Call 4831 or 2828.
igan on Labor Day.
ceived hand-clapping as they arose
Mr. John Hekman of Grand Rapto make a bow. since there was no
FOR SALE — Clark Jewel four- time for speeches.
ids spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
burner gas stove. Cheap for
Congressman Clare Hoffman of George Schutmaat.
Miss Mary Kroeze of Holland
cash. Call 4831 or 2828 or call Allegan spoke for nearly an hour
was a week end guest of Mr. and
at 170 W. 12th St., Holland, on “The Shortcomings of the Dem- Mrs. Emory Mosier.

SHERIFF

Save! - Save!

J.

nearly mg attend republican MEETINGS COUNTY!
CANDIDATESINTRODUCED

ROSEMA

Silverware

EXTRA SPECIAL—

Mr. Jerry
Meiate were united in marriage at
the home of the bride, Rer. Vande
Riet officiating. Bouqueta of glad,
ioli and other garden flowera were
used with myrtle leaves to form1
the background for the double-ring
ceremony. Mrs. G. J. Vande Reit

“ROSALIE"

STORE

YONKER'S TalS6
20W«t

8th 8t.— HolUnd, Mich.

In

AND]
JS tru.

MANAGERS

.

cop^

01
Harriet Swart,
Register of Probate.

Gm.

Eilander— Washington

WE CASH W.

P.

Square

A. CHECKS

N. Van Koevorinc— ZeoUnd

AND ACCWT WELFARE ORDERS

';raal

SALES

HOLLAND CITY NEWS EH3

MEAN

JOBS

Yohunt Number 87

Holland, Mkhifaa, Thursday, September 8, 1938
HOLLIS BAKER NAMED COMMODORE OP NEW YACHT

ON THE GOLF COURSE

Nature at the

,Our Main Sail

CLUB

sn ASM

THESE DATES

With the election of new officers
for the ensuing year, the Macatawa
Bay Yacht club Saturday crystaliied its plans to sponsor a membership drive and a drive for a new

THE VAN BUREN

County

Fair
SILVER JUBILEE
DAY AND NIGHT
The largest Fair in Van Buren county’s
crowning 25 years of continuous expansion.

history,

Amateur Night--Sept. 13
25 Of The Most Talented Amateurs in Five Counties
will

compete for $275 in cash
winner of first honors.

prizes,

$75 going

School Day--Sept. 14
Teachers should write Secretary Paul F. Richter at

Hartford for free complimentary tickets for themselves and students.

Four Days of Racing
OVER MICHIGAN’S FASTEST
HALF-MILE TRACK
will

HUGE CIRCUS AND VAUDEVILLE
On

Free Act Platform

Fireworks Every Night
More Exhits, More Thrills
More Amusements
Than You Ever Saw at a Fair
Southwestern Michigan

GATE

in

GRANDSTAND

25c

25c

^ ^ V ^

LUX SOAP
ASPIRIN

.

.

3

Tcblets Bottle

bars

19c

100 29C

CARTER’S PILLS £
POND’S CREAMS”:

39c

ALCOHOL

19c

,orRubb^,pint

19c

REM ^°u8^8
49c
MINERAL OILhTJigP7n,'29c
§‘ze

^or

Bromo

Quinine

24c

FIGS

39c

SYRUP

of

5*oz size

Right Retervered to Limit Quanties

MODEL DRUG STORE
Your Walgreen Syrian Agency

N.LComer

River and

8th We Deliver Holland

SEPTEMBER FOR

«

85 each; second, J. Tarbill, Ralph
Eash, T. E. Pentlcoff,78 each;
third, Roy Alder, Jay Den Herder,
R. Woodall, L. Jalving, T. E. Penticoff and T. Van Haitsma, 82
each; George Pelgrim, Mr. and
Mrs. C. Tiesenga, R. Barnard, A.
Slikkers, J. Schuiling,C. Klaasen,
M. C. renticoff and C. Jalving,
83 each.

Fisheries and

Ponds Soon to
Deliver Stock
MILLIONS OF FISH TO BE

PLANTED IN MICHIGAN
WATERS; HOLLAND
PONDS TO SUPPLY
LOCAL LAKES AND
STREAMS

Millionsof flab intended for the
anglers’ hooka are now being drawn

from the state’s hatchery and
rearing station ponds for the annual fall stocking of lakes and
streams. The fish divisionof the
state departmentof conservation
will be required to work at top
speed during the next few weeks
in order to get all of the fiah distributed throughoutthe state before
cold weather seta In. The division's
four largo tank trucks will be operG ALIEN
CHARGE OF ORATORICAL ated nights when necessaryon trips
to the upper peninsula with their
CONTEST IN YOUNG REcrews working shifts, In addition
PUBLICAN CLUB
other available trucks will be
Justice of Peace John Galien has pressed into service to carry scores
been appointed to take charge of of cans of fish to different parts of
the Young Republican oratorical the state, and later, with the end
contest to be held October 5 in of the fire season, the field adminiSON OF LOCAL PASTOR PASS- Ottawa County, according to word
stration division will swing in
ES IN EAST
sent here by Leslie B. Butler, act- with reinforcementsin the form of
ing presidentand secretaryof the fire trucks. Considerablehelp in the
D‘vl‘l B«rthul», 3- year-old .on Michigan League of Republican distributionjob also is obtained
of the Rev. and Mra. 6. M. Beert- clubs.
from the Michigan CCC and the
Eligible contestants are those U. S. Forest service.
*<
a. m., Saturday, following a
Last year close to 10 million
brief illness of gastroenteritis, an
brook, brown and rainbow trout,
intestinal malady. Death came at es to be awarded in the county,
15 million bluegills and five million
Auburn City hospital at New congressional district, atate, reg- yellow perch were planted. Only
York. The family had been spend- ional, and national contests.Sub- the months of September and Octoing a few weeks in the East on a jects for the contestswill soon be
ber can be counted on for suitable
vacation trip. Rev. Beerthuia is announced.
planting weather in the upper
pastor of Immanuel church here.
A complete list of rules and reg. peninsula and even in the lower
Funeral services were held Tues- ulations governing the contestmay peninsulawhere usually another 30
day at 2 p. m. from the Holland ar- be secured from Mr. Galien by any days elapses before cold, frosts,
mory, where Immanuel church interestedperson.
snow and freezinginterrupt1operaholds its services. About 500 pertions, fast work is needed to get
sons from this area and out-ofthe job completed.
town attended the ritea.
NEW CONSTITUTION AND BY
The season’s crop of bluegills
The Rev. \yilliamHeadley, pasLAWS FOR THE CHAMBER and black bass being drawn from
tor of Calvary Baptist church of
OF COMMERCE
the ponds for planting range in
Grand Rapids, and the Rev. John
size from one to severali.^.^.
...
Inchea in
Douglas, pastor of Hudsonville A new constitutionand by-laws length. A small percentage of the
Community church,officiatedat the was adopted by the Holland Cham- season’sproduction is carriedover
services.Guest vocal soloist was ber of Commerce Tuesday at a the winter,some of the fiah to be
John Smita of Grand Rapida, who special session of the board of di- planted next spring and others to
sang "God Holds the Key’ and rectors at the Chamber of Com- serve as brood stock. Some fish al"Safe in the Arms of Jesus." The merce office in the former City ready legal sise are among those
Rev. J. Peelen of Grand Rapids State bank building. The new con- being distributed in various fishing
was in charge of the committal ser- stitutionwas a product of the waters. The Holland Fish Game
special constitutional revision com- club through its ponds on the Zeevice at Pilgrim Home cemetery.
mittee selected some time ago.
land road will do its share shortly
WARM WATERS RULE
Election of directorsshall be In local waters.
LAKE MICHIGAN made by nomination prior to the Hatcheries from which trout an
election by means of a direct pri- being drawn are: Watersmeet,
The waters of Lake Michigan mary. A ballot, accompaniedby Marquette, Thompson, Oden, Harnever have been so favorable for the membershiproster, will be sent rietts, Grayling, HarrisviUe,Paris,
bathers as during the last few each member and nominations shall Wolf Lake and Benton Harbor.
weeks, when day after day the be checked in this manner, the Trout also are being taken from a
temperature has been well above constitutionprovides. Twice the number of rearing stations inthe 70 mark. In fact, during the number of directorsshall be de- cluding Otter river, Ontonagon
last of July and early August the clared nominated, names to be de- river, Cook’s Run, the east branch
temperatures registered74 and 76 cided upon by total number of of the Fox, east branch of the
degrees. Such temperaturesfor votes. Those elected shall be those Tahquamenon,the Sturgeon,Platte,
any length of time are unusual for receiving the highest number of Bear Creek, Hunt Creek, Silver
Lake Michigan.
votes to the number of vacancies Crtiek, Baldwin, White river and
Palmer stated.
When the water is consideredsafe John Mills and Mrs. James Wels- .The one complaintmost fre- filed. In case of a tie. selection Tobacco river stations.
a blue flag is displayed.
The supply of pond fish is obcot are co-chairmen.The party quently heard against Lake Mich- shall be made by lot by the election
A banquet of Ottawa County SunNotices also will be posted at all will be held at Eagle Crest, at the igan from bathers is that the water committee, which shall be appoint- tained from about 40 rearing staday School young people is sched- the beaches for the informationof home of Mr. and Mrs. William is too cold. To those who take ed ten days prior to the primary tions, of which Holland has one
uled in Grand Haven, for Wednes- the bathers and in times of sudden
Arendshorst, with Mrs. Arends- plunges in Lake Michigan daily electionby the board of directors. and th# following hatcheries:Lyday night, September 14, at the storms plans have been worked out horst and Miss Mattie Dekker as regardlessof the temperatureof
The electionboard shall consist dell, Hastings, Wolf Lake, Drayton
nominal price of 35 cents. Young so bathers at other than the paassistant hostesses. After the meal, the water, little complaint is heard of at least seven members. The an- Plains, HarrisviUeand Benton Harpeople able to attend are asked to trolled beaches will be warned of
Mrs. George Huizinga will take when the temperature drop* to 60 nual nominatingprimary election bor, with the Wolf lake hatchery,
get in touch with Paul Holleman the dangers. The arrangements
charge of the devotions and Mrs. degrees. To the thousands of tour- shall be held on the third Tuesday recently dedicated as the world’s
today. Last year in Holland the were made after the recent storm Albert B. Van Dyke will intro- ists and resorters,however, the in September, while the final elec- largest diversifiedhatchery, probanquet was an unusual success. which struck unexpectedlyand duce the program. Mrs. James Viv- temperaturesin the low sixties tion will be held on the fourth ducing the greatest number.
George Schuilingof Holland is the brought death at a local beach, ian, president of the class, will take all the pleasure out of bath- Tuesday in September, each year.
Whether the number of fish on
president and has been for nearly three at Holland and one at Penting. Once the temperature gets Annual meetings arc to be held in hand for planting is as large as
have charge of the business meetabove ttie 70 mark, the bathers October, the date and place to be last year’s distribution will not be
a score of years.
water. Many others were rescued
ing. Transportation will be arby beach patrolsand coast guards.
remain in the water for hours.
• • •
decided on by the board of direc- known until the Job is completed.
Among those from Holland at- In times of extreme danger, beaches ranged by Mrs. Bert Naberhuis and
One thing those unfamiliar with tors. The president is empowered A slight decrease would not be
Mrs. William Vander Schel. Evtending the 32nd DivisionVeteran will be closed.
Lake Michigan cannot understand under the new by-laws to call a unexpected due to the fact that
eryone is asked to bring her own
associationt h r e e - d a y meet at
is why the water is frequently so special meeting. A meeting may freauentsudden changes In weather
table service.
Emil F. Le Jeune, 135 West 20th
cold, when the weather is hot. They also be called upon the request of conditions this season may have
Grand Rapids last week-end were
» • •
interrupted spawning activities in
John Bremer, John Tiesenga, Ma- St., employedin the teletypewriter
do not know that winds play an im- 25 or more members.
Examinationof Herman Haase- portant part in the water temperajor Henry A. Geerds, Paul Wojahn and maintenance department of the
The constitutionalso provides the ponds in some parts of the
and Harry Griffin.
Holland office of the Michigan Bell voort, 68, rural route No. 2, on a tures. The temperature of Lake for regular monthly meetingsof state.
• • *
TelephoneCo., has been made a negligenthomicide charge, was Michigan is considered far more the board on each second Tuesday
A robber or robbers last week member of the WolverineChap- continued Wednesday in court of important than the weather tem- of the month. Absence from three According to G. G. Groenewoud,
end entered the John Good Co. at ter, No. 10, Detroit, Telephone Justice J. N. Clark to allow the jus- peratures in the cities along the consecutive regular meetings, un- Ottawa County commissionerof
29 West Eighth St. and the Du Pioneers of America,in recogni- tice to study the evidence before lake and is publisheddaily,
excused, shall be construed as a schools, the majority of the couno
Saar Photo and Gift Shop, 10 East tion of his 21 years’ servicewith rendering a decision.Hassevoort
resignationof the absent member. ty’s rural schoolsopened Tuesday.
SuperintendentVander Borgh has
Eighth St. Twenty-five dollars was telephone companies. Employees was the driver of a car which
In regard to election of officers, Schools at Waverly and Beaverdam
taken from the former store, and of the Holland office, who already crashed into one driven by Charles been encouraged by the attendance the constitution provides that, will open Monday, Sept. 12, due to
the annual pickle harvest.
$6.00 was the loot at the Du Saar are members, are C. Eugene Rip- E. Fischer,31, Grand Rapids, last at Third Church Sunday School ses- within ten days of the annual elecley, manager of the local office; August 13 on the Zeeland road. sions this summer, the average be- tion, the directors shall meet to
Shop.
• • •
Money for carryingout the relief
• • •
Mrs. Jeanette Elenbaas, cashier in Fischer was killed almost immed- ing thirty-threeabove that of the elect officers. All officers must be
and
social
security
nrogram in
iately.
Witnesses
Wednesday
were
corresponding
period
In
1937,
and
members of the board of directors.
Rev. William Pyle of Overisel the commercial department;and
received
Coroner Gilbert Vande Water, Fred at no time falling below the 400 The board is empowered to employ Ottawa county will
Reformed Church will occupy the James Crowley, cable splicer.
Bosma, Howard Veneklasen, and mark.
soon, according to notice sent to
a
manager,
who
shall
be
secretary,
pulpit at Hope Church Sunday eve• • •
and whose compensation shall be the Ottawa County ERA office at
Mrs. Ben Van Eyck, 46, and Gerald Tinholt.
ning.
Miss Ethel Boot, just returned determined by the board. In regard the city hall.
Nine Mae Van Eyck, 10, both of 87
• • •
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAaAAAAAAA
A large barn and several other from short term missionary work to funds, the by-laws provide that
West Seventh St., occupants of a
car driven by Marvin Van Eyck, buildings on the farm of Harold in China, will join her brothers “Written reports of all receipts
Funeral services for Mills H.
14, were injured slightly Tuesday Aalderink, rural route No. 1 were Raymond and Wilbur in study at and disbursements shall be sub- Nixon, 88, who passed away Saturat 6:15 p. m., when the Van Eyck destroyed by a fire of undetermin- the University of Nebraska this mitted monthly to each member of day at his home, 129 East 10th St.,
car collided with one driven by ed origin Saturday, about 9:15 p. year. Miss Beatrice has returned the Board and to Common Coun- were held Monday afternoon from
Robert C. Lentz, 41, of Muskegon, m. Loss, which included the con- to her teaching in Delmar, N. Y., cil of the City of Holland."
the home, the Rev. W. G. Flowero
at Washington Ave. and 18th St. tents of the barn, was estimated at stopping on the way to visit her
day officiating. Burial took place
• • •
sister, Marion Boot Esther,in BufMiss Gertrude Rookus was honor in Pilgrim Home cemetery. A son,
several thousand dollars.
—
..........
m nt.i.
in guest last Wednesday evening at a Ray, of Battle Creek, survives.
Nicholas Hoffman,Jr has sold
falo.
Miss Harriet Boot is
still in
• w »
his restaurant,the Hitching Post,
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Hofsteen, Grand Rapids awaiting leave to go Party presented by Mrs. N. Van
for
First
at River Ave., and 10th St., to 158 West 14th St., observed their to China as a missionary nurse. i”ykt 212 West 19th St, and
— J Mrs.
**“
Donna Lou, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Garnet Keefer, wife of Ber- 44th wedding anniversary Monday They are the children of Rev. and John Heidema at the Van Wyk
nard Keefer, Jr., according to an with a surpriseparty given in their Mrs. Harry Boot, missionariesin home. A two-course lunch was Mrs. Lawrence Vrcdevoogd,was
served and games were played. The baptized last Sunday at Third Reannouncementmade by Mr. Hoff- honor by Mr. and Mrs. Ren Bur- China for 35 years.
• • •
man early this week.
guest list included the following: formed Church, because the regugess at Ross. Attending the afToday the Elizabeth Schuyler Mrs. J. Kuyers, Mildred Kuyers, lar date, Sunday morning, sees her
fair were Mr. and Mrs. Henry
When trucks owned by the Ideal Schaap, Mr. and Mrs. Louis De Hamilton chapter, D.A.R., opened Mrs. F. Kuyers, Mrs. N. Kresin, parents back in Ann Arbor, where
Dry Cleaners and T. KeppePs Sons Waard, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Van the year’s activities with a lunch- Mrs. W. Hoek, Mrs. J. De Jongh, Mr. Vredevoogd is principal of
crashed at Eighth St. near Col- Zoeren and children, Dorothy Ann, eon at the home of Mrs. C. C. Wood Mrs. G. Schalaar. Mrs. G. Vogel, Tappan Junior High School.
• « »
lege Ave., the car of Dr. A. J. Paul and Charles, Mrs. Anna Van at Waukazoo.Hostesses were Mrs. Mrs. H. Van Dyk, Miss Jeanette
About 500 attended the sixth anBrower, West 18th St., was slight- Zanten, Delores Visscher and Mr. R. D. Esten, Mrs. J. J. Mikula, Mrs. Van Dyke, Miss Gertrude Diepenhorst, Mrs. J. Rookus, Mrs. R. nual Bible Conference of Brethren
ly damaged.
and Mrs. Dobben; from Grand W. L. Eaton, and Mrs. O. S. Cross. Van Wyk, Mrs. T. Slagh, Mrs. J. assemblies held at Central Park
Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Belt, Mrs. F. E. De Weese, chapter reHolder, Miss Thresa Helder, Mrs. Labor Day In Henry Ebelink’s
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bos, 117 Vivian, Edna, and Arnold Belt, gent, presided at the meeting, H. Terpstra, Miss Hattie Bishop,
grove. Services were conducted
which
featured
an
address
by
Mrs.
West 17th St., announcethe birth Miss Henrietta Van Zoeren, Mr.
and Mrs. G. Allen.
under the auspices of the Gospel
of a son, David Lee, Tuesday; Mr. and Mrs. Frank Van Buren and O. D. Heavenrich of Jackson, state
Hall assembly, 202 East 14th St.
and Mr*. John Lamb, who reside on son. FrankKn, Marian Burgess, D.A.R. vice-regent.
N. Brower and son, Ro^er, of Speakers at the meet included
U.8.-81, just south of 32nd St., an- and Gertrude Schaap; also Mr.
this city, were Chicago visitors re- James R. Elliot and Joseph Nienounce the birth of a daughter. and Mrs. Arnold Burgess of Ross.
The home of Mrs. A. Aalderink cently.
boer of Chicago, Peter J. Pell, Jr.,
Unable to attend were Mr. and on West 27th St., was the scene of
Tht Snatist liviitlai
• • •
and Henry Stadt of Grand Rapids,
Robert Groenendal, 18, Muske- Mrs. Louis Haight and Dr. and a party Friday night honoring Miss
A psalm-sing and hymn-sing was Peter Pelon of Holland,and ThomHeights, and two juveniles Mrs. Lester Hofsteen.
Lois Jane Te Roller, who will take featured last Friday night at a as Lacey of London, Ont, CanaRadlt ItsalfU gon
• » •
were arrested this week after they
up studies at the Western State meeting of the members of the da.
had been apprehended stealing The 11th annual Nienhuis family Teachers College at Kalamazoothis Men’s
Society of Allendale Chris• • *
from the home of Cornelius Hop, reunion was held Labor Day at year. Games were plaved and retian Reformed church and their
Dr. Smith Burnham, instructorat
58 East 13th St. The trio confess- Hofma’s Memorial park, near freshments were served. The group
It
wives, when they met for a social Western State Teachers* college,
ed to more than 50 robberies in Grand Haven. Martin A. Nien- presenteda gift to the honor guest.
hour at the Allendale town hall. Kalamazoo,was main speaker at
this vicinity in the past several huis, president,presided. Games Those attendingthe party were the
thu Radio without wirut months.
Refreahmentawere served by the the annual fall banquet of teachers
and contest! were participatedin Misses Necia
De Groot, Joan
Joan __
Lu- committee in charge.Attending the
------by those attending.The prize for gers, Marjorie Matchinsky, Debor- affair were the Rev. and Mrs. H. of the Holland public schools, held
or
off any
Tuesday evening at the Holland
Officialsof the Holland Fish and the oldest person present went to ah Veneklasen, Gertrude Steketee,
Keegstra, Mr. and Mrs. Justin Zyl- Country club. A musical program
Game dob remindedlocal dtixens Mrs. E. J. Nienhuis, 81. To Mr. Bernice Zoet, and June Dorn.
kind
from any
stra, Mr. and Mrs. John Van Koev- waa presented. About 165 attended
Wednesday of the dob’s standing and Mrs. Ed Van Norman of Wisering and children.Mr. and Mrs.
reward of $25 to any person whose consin went the prize for coming
in tho house!
Mrs. Mae Bowers of Detroit^ Sime Knoper and children, Mr. and the affair.Russell Welsh,, president of the group, presided at the
informationleads to the conviction the longest distance.A program Mrs. R. Wiggers, Mr*. Henry
Mrs. Herman Lotterraan,Mr. and
was presented, including singing; Klaasen of Montello Park, Mrs. Mrs. John Kuit and family, Mr. meeting. Program arrangements
were in charge of .the education
prayer by Martin E. Nienhuis; se- Robert Leenbouts of Jenison Park,
and Mrs. H. Broene and family, committee,comprised of SudL E. E.
lections by a tfcio composed of visited at the home of Mrs. Frank
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Walcott and Fell, chairman, Hermine Ihrman,
dog had been stolen here.
Clifford Niennuis,
uurora
Nienhuis,Marvin Nienl
Nienhuis, LeRoy at Fennville recently.Mrs.
family, Ray Leetama,Mrs. Terpfor It at yosr PMIco Potior
and Dorothy Van Langevelde. The Mae Bowers has been visitingIn stra, Mr. and Mrs. John Sail and Gerald Breen, Gerard Haworth,
Martha Bird, Mrs. Harter Mac
first verse of the 42nd psalm was this vicinity for a month,
children,Mr. and Mrs. John Ald- Queen, Jean Bosnian. Verda Haw• • •
sung in memory of Mr. and Mrs.
rink, Sr., and family,Mr. and Mr*. kins, and Gertrude Flails. In
A.
y Reinders.
______Officers
____ elected at the
At the home of Mrs. John Van
Berghorst, Mr. .and Mrs. charge of dinner arrangements was
Co.
CLARINET INSTRUCTOR business meeting were: president, Eerden, 46 East 13th Street, on Delbert
Claude Scholma and daughters,
John A. Nienhuis, Muskegon; vice Monday, September 12. at seven Mr. and M|*. John Van Dyke, Mias the social committee, composed of
Alfred Bradfield, Vera Johnson,
SO E. 14tfc St
50 Weat 10th 8L
president,Peter Werkman, Muske- o’clock, Mrs. G. H. Dubbink’s Sun.
Gertrude Keegstra, Mr. and Mrs. Ruth G ceilings, Margaret Van Vygon;
and
treasurer.
John
William
day School class will enjoy a treasStudio Opened Hollaad,Michigan
Phone 2011
ven, Margaret Boter, Marion WorkNienhuis of Holland About 120 at- ure hunt There will be
ing, Beatrice Vteser and Albert
Phone 3855 tended the reunion.
Hollaad, Michigan
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The best stables racing in Michigan this year
compete for $3,600 in purses.

HINT - PICK

semi-final

match In a championship tourney
at the Holland Country club was
to have been played between Bernard Arendshorstand Clarence
Jalving. Should Jalving win, he
will have to meet his son, Louis,
in the championship title meet on
Saturday. Louis won rights to
play for the final title when he defeated A. Slikkers last week end.
Blind bogey tournament winners
wsr* announcedas foilowa by Lee
Kleia, Country Club professional:
Firxt, R. White, M. Thorgevsky,

—

--

FOR

This afternoon the

Turning Point
During Month

OUTDOOR ADVENTURE
club bouse near Macatawa Park.
Officers include commodore,Hollis
Baker of this city and Grand RapSeptember may aeem like an
ids; vice commodore,0. W. Lowry in-betweenmonth to some folkf
of this city; rear commodore,Ed- trout season is over and hunting
gar Orr, Grand Rapids; secretary, must wait until October — but to
Ed Landwehr, Holland; and most lovers of the out-of-doors Septreasurer, Henry. S. Maentx.
tember is a month of adventure.
Committeeswill be named this Bass begin to be active in the lakes.
week end, although a finance com- Pike recover from summer dolmitee has already been appointed. drums. Even bluegillsand perch
Members are: Mr. Maentx, chair- seem to take a greater interest in
man; Irving Orr, Mr. Baker, Wil- bait-hiddenhooka.
liam Tahaney, Robert Hermann, Muakie fishing shows a new
and Michael Thorgevsky.
spurt in September. There are aU
Season’s trophies were won as ways fine catches of lake trout to
follows: trophy for first and sec- be made during the month, while
ond series and class, to La Rita, the steelheads in such lakes as
owned by Maentx and Lowry: 22 Charlevoix are heading up toward
square meter class: Mr. Orr, first; the streams and offer sportsmen a
Harold Ver Meulen, Kalamatoo, few weeks of real fishing.
second; and Bob Hermann, third;
One need not fish, however, to
Crescent boats: first, Lois Jeaiek; find September full of interest.Fall
second, Chuck Martindale,Lansing; rains bring the puffballs, safest of
third, Bill Lowry, Jr. In entire sea- all mushrooms. Muskrats undertake
son Crescent boat ratings, first an erratic migration in September.
went to Miss Jesiek; second to You may see them on the march,
Lowry, and third to Charles R. far from water. Asters,golden rod
VffraON PENSION FUND
Sligh, Jr.
and black-eyed susan arc at their FOR POLICE AND FIREMEN
best, with both closed and fringed
OIL DRILLING COMES MORE gentians bursting into bloom
CLOSELY TO HOLLAND
toward the end of the month.
rBirds are going south. Martina ed to ask common council at Us
Drilling operations in the Diam«tinf
iMt'nlfhrio
'submit
to
mond Springs oil field disclose that and swallows have already gone. voters of the city the matter of
oil wells are constantly being Septemberis the month to watch whether or not they favor a penfor shorebirds along Michigan1*
drilled closer to the city. Oil men
sion fund for all members of the
beaches, and a host of migrant
estimate that, within a short time,
Holland police and fire departbirds as they pass over us in their
there is a possibility that a producments.
flight lanes. You will hear few bird
ing rig will be set up in Fillmore
City Clerk Oscar Peterson told
songs, for the bird chorus is hushed.
township,Allegan county, not more
In its place, the songs of the grass- board members that the Michigan
than three or four miles from the
hopper, cricket and katydid fill the' Municipal League is furtheringthe
limits of Holland.
pensioning of all municipal emThe Scholten No. 1 is generally air. September is an ideal month ployees. Although the board favfor outings. Mosquitoes are gone
recognizedas the largestproducer
ored the pensioning of all municifor another year.
in the Diamond Springs area. It
pal employeesunder this plan, it
September
is
a
month
when
the
is being drilled by the Black Rock
emphasized that its interest lay
Oil Co. Other companies carrying four-footed animals begin their
only in the matter of procuring
on more or less extensive drilling preparations for winter. Gophers,
pensions for the police and fire deoperations in the field are Lentz chipmunks and squirrels are busy partmentmembers.
and Miller, Muskegon Development storing away food. Woodchucks,
The resolutionreads as follows:
Co., Rex Oil Co., Muskegon Oil Co., raccoons and bears are putting on
"Resolved that the board of
an extra coat of fat, both for
and the Gordon Oil Co.
warmth and for winter reserve. police a n d fire oommlsHioneTH
COUNTY OIL MEN WILL MEET Buck deer are scraping their ant- favor action to create a pension
lers on young saplings in prepa- commissionand establisha penA meeting of the Ottawa County rations for the Mad Moon of the *>on system for the members of
the police and fire department in
oil men will be held at the Warm mating season.
September may be the end of the matter provided by the state.
Friend Tavern at Holland, Michi"Be it resolved that the matgan, Wednesday, September 14, summer but it is the beginning of
1938, at 8:00 P. M., EST, accord- autumn — most colorful season of ter be referred to the common
ing to William Palmer of Mt. the year. Virginia creeper,sumac council for such action, if any,
said common councilmay see
Pleasant, Secretaryof the Michigan and dogwood are paintingtne landto take, toward submitting
PetroleumIndustries Committee. scape. Grapes are ripe and purple.
said propositionto the people by
Organisation of a local commit- The riot of color has begun.
way of charter amendment or
tee is contemplated and other imotherwise as it may be necesportant matters affectingthe oil BATHERS WARNED
BY COLORED FLAGS sary."
business and its customers will be
discussed. Prominent Michigan oil
Bathers at Muskegon beaches on
men will attend and address the Lake Michigan are informed daily
Today, Friday, September9, at
group.
by means of flags in regard to the six o'clock, the Gleaners class of
All oil men and others connected
undertow. If there is a strong Third Reformed Church, will ait
with the automotive industry are undertow or bathing is considered- down to a dinner prepared by the
urged to attend his meeting, Mr. dangerousa red flag is hoisted. social committee, of which Mrs.
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TEE HOLLAND CUT NEWS
PVttOBBD LIBRARY-MUSEUM
CAM BE USED FOR OTHER
PURPOSES

Politlul AdTcrtUlng

Yoong Fish Cannibals
If Not Fed in Time

Grasshoppers

Although grasshopper egg deknown
Nearly all of the millions of
fn Michigan, portending a plague
of unexampledseverity, entomolo- walleye fry hatched from more
gists at the State Collegesay farm- than 600,000,000eggs taken from
ers are serenely sitting back and
doing nothing about the menace. Saginaw bay this spring have now
Presumablymost of our farmers been planted in various waters
have never obeervad a grasshopper throughout the state. The majority
plague in its uglier aspects, and of the fry were planted on the
therefore incline to underestimate grounds from where the eggs
its seriousness. They should be were obtained from flah taken by
shocked out of their complacency commercial fishermen. The annual
at once.
transferof the eggs from the bay
In a hopper invasion such as to the hatcheries,and then from

Gilbert

posits are the heaviestewer

posed new library
on which
‘ich Hoi
land dty taxpayers will vote at the
September 18 election, can be used
for atore than those two purposes
is pointed out by persons who have
studied the tentative plans for the
bdldinf and by others interested
in the movement
The library and Museum will
provide a place of activity for the
youth of the community that cannot be taken care of by playgrounds, gymnasiums or by existing fadlities elsewhere,”Miss Margaret Brayton, of the Children’s
Museum of the Detroit' Public
Schools, declaredrecently.
“As a part of the formal education of the youth of the community, as a place in which to spend his
leisure time constructively, and as
an economy of time and money to
the school system, the LibraryMuseum building is a sound investment, paying dividends when
economic depressionprecludespaying other kinds of dividends.

M

That the

ro

Van De Water
Candidate for Re-nomination

CORONER
In Ottawa County (south half)

On

-

those which often afflict the west- the hatcheriesas fry, is a process

ern plains, the voracious insects which requiresabout 40 days.
Little time can be lost in plantstrip every growing plant— grass,
wheat, corn and trees— -down to the ing the fry after hatching. This
bare stubs. Thev devour clothing step must be completed in about
exposed on the fine, riddle leather four to five days to prevent them
harness which has become salty by from starving.Upon hatching, the
contact with perspiring animals, walleye fry lie virtuallyinert on
and even gnaw deep into wooden the bottom of the tank. After a
implements similarly flavored. few days the little fish has abTheir crushed bddies make slippery sorbed its food sac and gained
the railroad tracks and halt rail strength. Developinga voracious
traffic.They rise in swarms before appetite at this point, they swim
automobiles and. sucked into the up from the bottom and, unless
radiators, cause the motors to they are put in water where they
overheat and stall. They sift can find natural food, cannibalism
through crevices like wind-blown and death result.
snow, and one finds them in his
>ckets,inside his shirt, on his
nner table and in his bed. They

The

class which finds history
dull or only mildly interestingin
school, can have its idle curiosity
turned to actual delight when
brought face to face with a diorama representing the particular
phase of history under discussion.
“Older boys and girls can have
space provided where they can engage in modelling,basketry,weaving, or making cases of their own
exhibita. Other children attend
stamp clubs, hobby clubs, etc. 'Die
museum can become the starting
point for nature trails or treasure
hunts. Regular programsof child
activity can be carried on under
the guidance of the museum staff,
with puppet shows, illustratedtalks
and demonstrations by the children of their own work."
The tentative plans for the pro-

not only completely devastate the
vegetation of a region but annoy
and disgust the inhabitants in
every departmentof living. Any
person who has witnessed a grasshopper invasion or even followed
the track of one would prefer the
milder terrors of a tornado or a
fire.

The egg deposits, authorities
say, warrant us in anticipatinga
scourge of this extreme type. If
we do anticipateit, however, and
conceive a proper fear of it, we
can do much to modify if not
wholly avert it. Foresight is better
than hindsight. Let the fanners
take warning. No preventivemeasure suggested by those who are
in a position to foretell the plague
should be neglected.

posed Holland Library-Museum
building provide ample space for
all such activitiesin connection
with the Public Library and the
Netherlands Museum. Miss Brayton made her statement with particular reference to the Netherlands Museum after studying the
arehitects’s drawings and learning
details of the activities of the local museum during the summer
session at the Universityof Michigan at Ann Arbor.
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BOEVE

WM. M.

Candidate for Nomination for the
office of

SHERIFF
Republican Ticket— Ottawa County
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I

have served the people of Otta-
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County as Turnkey, Deputy
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• Have studied fingerprintsand
Secret Service. I am well acquainted with the duties and clerical work of this office.
• I
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your support.
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ELBERN PARSONS
Candidate for

RepublicanNomination
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When
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Game Law Violators Run
High

STAB FOB

O.S.

IN BERLIN GAMES-Mom! EH«rb*

(right) rvctlrlagth«

baton from Wilbur Grew dur-

ing tb« running oi th« 400-a»ta relay In the Olympic Stadium. Berlin,

when

Mrs. Howard O’Connor, of
Muskegon Heights, heard strange
noises for several days coming from
her attic she telephoned the police.
It wasn’t rats, but a young racoon,
very much frightened, but fought so
desperately to maintain the quarters which it had managed to reach
during a nocturnal exploring expedition that the officershad to
kill it.

the American nxnnen

Reports of arrents or conservadefeated a German quartetIn 40 seconds flat;caly
tion law violators provide a fairly
three-tenths oi a second short oi ths world record.
FOR RENT-House,215 West 13th
accurate seasonal calendar.The
St. Well shaded, screen porch.
fact that two-thirdsof the arrests
Inquire Isaac Koow Real Estate,
made during the first part of the
81 West 8th St. Holland.
year were for violations of fishing
Frank
39.14
444444444444I444444444444444444444<
regulations identifies the period.
Grant
360.95
It is during spring spawningruns WILL CONDUCT
that some of the most flagrant
A GULL STUDY
C. B. Dolge
6.86
violationsof fishing regulations
.31
occur. Prior to and immediately
Sea gulls are being studied in an
A.
Hasten
k
100.10
following the deer season, violations
Holland, Mich., August 8, 1938
effort to learn many facts conof hunting regulations mark an
Henry
135.93
« • •
cerning age, migration and plumupward curve on the chart.
White Bros. Electric Co.
7.82
ages. Banding of 5,000 young birds
The Board of Education met in
Conservationofficers made a in key stationsfrom Labrador to
A.
77.53
total of 885 arrests during March, New York has already been regular session and was called to
Peter
.... 38.35
of which 188 were for the taking accomplished.
order by the President.
Klomparens
448.00
of or for attempts to take fish ilMembers all present except
Fishermen,bird students, seamen,
legally. Seventy-six arrests were coast guardsmen, stevedores and
National Regulator
6.82
Trustee Kollen.
made of persons who were fishing others are all urged to contribute
Holland I,umber
4.50
Trustee
Lam
pen
opened
with
without licenses. The third largest to scientific research by watching
De Pree
22.56
number of arrests—26— was of for these birds and reportingtheir prayer.
H. C.
6.80
persons who were taking or at- finds. It is particularlyimportant
The committee on Schools re- Cudahy Packing
38.19
tempting to take game fish during to note the color and position of commended the purchase of a
Corner
2.45
the closed season.
piano at a price of $180.00.
the bands, that is, whether a yellow
• • •
Twenty-three persons were arMoved by Trustee De Koster, Moved by Trustee Olert, supband is above or below a red or
rested for carrying guns in game
blue one, or whether a metal band supported by Trustee Van Lente ported by Trustee Van Lente
areas without permits. Twelve were
that the report l)e adopted. Car- the the report be adopted and orders
is above or below a colored one.
held for hunting, killing deer or
All reports should go to the Gull ried, all members voting aye.
drawn for the several amounts.
for the possessionof venison.
Survey, American Museum of NatThe committee on Claims and Carried, all members voting aye.
A total of 1,04$ days in jail was ural History,New York City.
The committee on Buildings and
Accounts reportedfavorably on
imposed by ntencing magistra
Grounds recommendedthat Celotax
the following bills:
and violato
violators paid $1,286 in fines.
VVTTV v v vvv v vtv v v v v v
Board be put on the ceiling of the
• • •
music room at a cost of $362.00.
Clerk and Attendance Sec’y
$ 224.15 Moved by Trustee Mooi supported
by Trustee Olert that the recomL. C. Smith Typewriter
mendation be adopted. Carried, all
Co ...............................
5.50
members voting aye.
School
2.00
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Smith
BOARD OF EDUCATION
Co.
Express
Son
Williams

Kraker

..
Postma
Kalkman

Co.
Co.

Co.
Hardware
Bontekoe
Co.
Hardware

I

'A million motorists

use H-C daily!

TV

Salaries

Executive

Attention!

Same committee recommended
Express ............ .47
that a water drinking fountain be
Dutch Mill
3.20

WE WILL LAY

John

ALLEYS, STREETS, OR PRIVATE DRIVEWAYS
With Black-Top Materials To Meet Your Requirements
and State Specifications

We

Will Contract For This

Work

Rutgers
Drinkwater
Yonkman
I^wrence
.
Store
Co..

CALL ON US FOR ESTIMATES

Ben
James
Fritz

William
Holland Evening Sentinel
Fris Book
Mich Bell Telephone
Secretary's
Teacher’s Salary

August
Dorothy
I/)

Telephone

9364

.60

30.00
20.00

—
salaries

600.00

Bielefeld 11.50

Globe Construction Co.
Ottawa Ave. and 24th

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
72.24

C. J. De

Salary

Either by the Ton or Square Yard

Office. Corner

Cafe
Olert
Koster

St.

Holland, Michigan

is

Heasley
McFall
Laman

11.50
11.50
11.50
9.20
9.20
1.45
10.45
2.31
35.33
65.79
34.50
12.10
1.47
4.99
52.50
6.04
1.36
1.27
108.00
38.28
87.20
9.80
11.47
21.83
3.26

Thelma

Esther
Charlotte

Kammeraad

Rozehoom
B. LippincottCo..

Erma

Freight
Express
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.
J.

G. R. Motor
Harcourt Brace

Ginn &

HENRY PRINS

Mentzer Bush
Watson Guptill Pub.
Holland Motor

Express
Company
Magazines
Co.
Express
Putten
Nurse
Vyn

Service Machine

HOLLAND ALDERMAN FOR
EIGHT YEARS

G. Van

Co.
Co.
Co.

Am. Type Founders’
Oliver Marhinerv
W. M. Welch Mfg.
G. R. Paper Box
Mich. School

Candidate For

Co.

STATE

Co.
Co.

Service

Wagenvoord

LEGISLATURE
IN OTTAWA COUNTY
ON
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET
PRIMARIES SEPT.

13

Fisher
Postage

placed on the north side of Eleventh

Street school grounds. Moved by
Trustee Mooi supported by Trustee
Van I/ente that the report be adopted. Carried, all members voting
aye.

Same

committee recommended

that the contract for placing a
new boiler in the Van Raalte school
be awarded to Damstra Plumbing
Co. at a cost of $824.75. Moved by
Trustee lumpen supported by
Trustee Van Lente that the report
be adopted. Carried, all members
voting aye.

• •

LUMBER BARGAINS
Hemlock. Rough or dressed, 2x4.
2x6, 2x8, 2x10—130.
.-(heating,130.00,Shiplap, 130.00.
Boards, rough, 134.00.
Get our prices on Barn shingles

snd rough Hemlock and white
pine Bam^Boards.Anything you
want in Yellow Pine, White Pine
and Fir lumber at lowest prices.
We deliver anywhere.
All Types of Insulation.
231.79 Bolhuis Lumber and Mfg. Co.
5.92
200 E. 17th St
8.15
Holland. Michigan.

Milton Bradley
Greta
Express and
AssociatedTruck
1.86
Maurice Polack, Inc ......... .50
Fris Book Store .............. 67.52
Boven’s Dry Goods, Inc.
.44
G. Van Putten ..... ..............1.50
Western Stoneware Co. ...... 17.82

Line

•

Trustee Mooi being no longer a
residentof the city handed in his
resignation as member of the
Board. Accepted with appreciation
for his servicesin the past.
• • •
Board adjourned.
Henry Geerlings,secretary.

—Political Adv.

.

You’ll like the

issossiaoiM#

Ihling Bros ...........................
8.20
H. R. Brink ........................
5.65
Janitor’s Salaries
August Salaries ....... 1,597.00
Holland Cleaners ................ 3.60
Board of Public Works-

way

Sinclair dealers

—

.....

Water

Hunter Hering
ON REPUBUCAN TICKET
of

.........................

Light and Power ..........
Bontekoe Grocery
.......
Holland Furnace Co .........
Holland Super Service
Vrieling Plaggemars, Inc

70.81
29.60
1.70
6.26
9.50
13.08

....

Michigan Gas

treat

245.68

Co ...........

Carrs Fork Coal Sales Co
582.00
Verbeek k Zoet Coal Co
73.77
P. M. Railway Co. ________ 1,218.57
AssociatedTruck Line ....
1.00
Fris Book Store ________
18.65

yoo

PAT.

_

.

Ottawa County
Candidatefor

Model Laundry ___________
McBride Agency ..........
Peoples' State Bank
..

STATE SENATOR
Ottawa and
Muskegon Counties
PRIMARIES SEPTEMBER 13
of

Keppel's Sons
IXL Machirhe Shop
Zoerroan Hardware
Nies Hardware ..........
.

zang Hardware
Crane Co. — ------Esaenburg Company

Vogel

1

1.24
1.06
6,115.00
12.70
.50
15.77
26.68,
6.70
5.50

............

gw- wiring &

Sons

De Fouw ElectricCo.

Hardware

JARRETT N. CLARK

......
.

—

.
PlaygroundCommission.-.
......

.63
114.87

U5
25.75

800.00

Agent Sinclair Refining Company

(Inc.)

RAY SMITH

ProsecDtiDg Attorney
Republican Priaaritf

167.86

Barclay Ayert Co

Central

VOTE FOR

September

13,

1988

Your Support Will Be Appreciated

wnmiimmiimMmT

MADISON AVE.-HOLLAND, MICH.
Ottawa and Allegan Counties can boast of many Sinclair Service Stations. Drive in
and receive Sinclair Service.

THE HOLLAND CITT NEWS
grets

Pay
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At the unveilingof a monument
White birds, believed members of to Napoleon on his native Corsica
m heron family, have been report- this week the French Minister of
i several places in Michiganre- the Navy indulged in a bitter attack
mtly. Seven of the birds, believed on dictators.
> be Americanegrets or unmature
As a dictator Napoleon was tops
tile blue herons, were seen at for hie time.
Iona Lake for two days, while nine
And probably no other name is
f the birds, seven young and two more cherished by the French peodults, spent several days on, a ple, after the lapse of more than
tallow pond on the farm of Frank a century, than that of the Little
[ills near Bangor.
Corporal, whose military genius
The blue heron or eeret in the brought so much luster to French
nmature age have white plummage arms.
nd they neet far south of MichYet the French stand by today
ran. However, they are known to and cheer when the one-man type
isit as far north as Michigan on of governmentfor which he stood
ights after the nesting season. The is roundly denounced by a member
even birds attracted much interest of their cabinet.
t Mona Lake and also on the Hills
The French people have had
nn at Bangor. When they first their fill of dictators. They cherish
npeared at Bangor there were only the liberties their democratic
ight, seven younjr and an adult, government gives them. They are
>ut later another joined the group. alert and vigilant in defense of
o
them. They are suspiciousof anything suggesting another Man on
SEPTEMBER MORN
Horseback.
And in this respect,they, who
State police and Kent county have had experience,are able to
fficers searched northern Kent teach something to Americans who
ay
fondly think it can’t happen here.
•si dents of that region reported
riving around in an automobile

-

E. J.

They’ve Had Experience

to West Michigan

Pag#

But

True

It’s

all

detaila, from oatlttlagthe bride

HlSAtAWm

to arraagiag the table*. Call Bride’a

Dr. A. Leenhouts
Eye, Ear, Note tad Throat

Diekema

Specialist

OAAADSATHIR
Service.

A

AS

PADN08

Wants to Boy

til Kinds of Scrap
Material,Old Iron, Radiators,Old
Batteries and other Junk. Brat
market pries; also feed and so gar
hags.

8t

FAINCRAHD

MO

LOUIS

Offka: Holland City State Bank
Houret 10-1140 a.m.; 3-5 k 7-8 p.m.
By arraugemeat with a New Tort
190 East 8th
Holland
Phene 2005
Salon we are able to take charge of

NO¥A SCOTIA,

ALL

WANTED

Ph.G

CHIROPRACTOR

BRIDES:—

jAmsrAtaoH
otcum*.
HtS

BACHELLER

D. C,

tHsunofsmuowmc.

ROSE CLOAK STORE

P/A/S...

(Ovsr Modal Drug Store)
Holland, Mich.
Office Hours: 1*11 a.m. 2-5 p.m.
Evenings— Satirday 740 to 140
Phones: Office
Bee. 2771

1411

'TTwrm

Thw

Cross

&

TenCate

!

Attomeys-at-Law
Office: Over Holland State

DYKSTRA
Ambulance Service

-

29 East 9th St.
Holland, Michigan

WANTED 1935-36-Ford.Have
1930 Ford tudor end cash— State
full particularsand best price.
Must be in good condition. Addi^si Box 200 Holland City

Bank
Holland, Michigan

Expires Sept 17—17867

STATE OF MICHIGAN
The Probate Court for the County of Ottawa.
At a session of laid Court, held
STATE OF MICHIGAN
The Probate Court for the Coun- at the Probate Office In the City of
Expires Sep

Expires Sept

17

— 16826

STATE OF MICHIGAN

Grand Haven in the aald County,
ty of Ottawa.
At a session of said Court, held on the 18th day of August, A. D.,
ty of Ottawa.
at the Probate Office in the City of 1938.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande WaAt a sesalonof said Court, held Grand Haven in the said County,
at the Probate Office in the City of on the 23rd day of Aug., A. D., ter, Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Grand Haven in said County, o: 1938.
rearing nothing more than a
John Van Tubbsrcsa,
Jarrett N. Gark has been Circuit
the 24th day of Aug., A. D., 1938.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wacarf.
It appearing to the court that
Present Hon. Cora Vande Wa- ter, Judge of Probate.
Carol Frisby, 18, of sparta, the Court Commissionerfor 8 years
the time for presentationof daimi
ter, Judge of Probate.
In
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
astest complainant, told the offiagainst said estate should be limand Justice of the Peace for 10
In the Matter of the Estate of
Flora Van Kolken, Deceased.
ers the man got out of his automoited, and that a time and place
Ralph Baaa, also known as Ruth
It
appearing
to
the
court
that
)ile near where she was walking years, which has helped qualify
be appointed to receive,examine
Baas, Deceased.
the time for presentationof claims
M-37 yesterday, but got back him for the office of Prosecuting
Daniel Ten Cate having filed in against said estate should be lim- and adjust all daima ana demands
the car and sped away as she
said Court his final administration ited, and that a time and place be against said deceased by and beAttorney.— Pol. Adv.
ipproached.
account, and his petition praying appointed to receive, examine and fore said court:
It is Ordered, That creditors of
for the allowance thereof and for adjust all claims and demands
the assignment and distribution of against said deceased by and be- said deceased are required to present their claims to said court at
the residue of said estate. Peti- fore said court:
said Probate Office on or before the
tioner further prays for the allowIt is Ordered, That creditorsof
ance of his fees for special and ex- said deceased are required to pre- 21st day of December: A. D.t 1938,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon,aald
traordinary servicesrendered said sent their claims to said court at
time and place being hereby apsaid Probate Office on er before
estate;
pointed for the examination and
Son of the famous major league second baseman, Eddie Collins, Jr., made his remarkable hitting record
It is Ordered, That the 27th day the 28th day of December,A. D
adjustment of all claims and deNow Serving his First Term
of September. A.D., 1938, at ten o’- 1938, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
playingagainsthis father’s alma mater.
mands against said deceased.
said
time
and
place
being
hereby
clock
in
the
forenoon,
at
said
ProThe
pretzel
was
made
by
a
firm
Interested
In
the
product,
feU
one
night
when
rata
got
at
It.
Is Asking for Renomination for
It is Further Ordered, That pubappointed
for
tne
examination
and
According to Ferrell Hale, Rembrandt biographer,the artist was married when be waa eight year* old, bate Office, be and is hereby aplic notice thereofbe riven by pubpointed for examiningand allow- adjustment of all claims and dewas forced by guardians to leave his wife three months later.
lication of a copy of thia order for
1 mg said account and hearing said mands against said deceased.
The Stantons all died at more than 20-year Intervals.
three successiveweeks previous to
It is Further Ordered, That pubpetition;
said day of hearing, in the HolIt is Further Ordered, That pub- lic notice thereof be given by publand City News, a newspaper printin Ottawa County
lication
of
a
copy
of
this
order
for
lie
notice
thereof
be
given
by
pubed end circulatedin aald county.
to scurrying to storm cellars when Sec. 29-5-15 Holland; Benjamin F.
three
successive
weeks
previous
to
lication of a copy of this order, for
to Be Healthy
On the Republican Ticket
Cora Vande Water,
they hear the sputter of Schapan- Stone & wf. To Clarence W. Wilsaid
day
of
hearing,
in
the
Holthree successiveweeks previous to
Jndge of Probate.
sky^s motors, breathed a sigh of kins Lot 66 Slagh's Add. Holland;
xr |
Leonard Regnerus& wf. To Alice said day of hearing, in the Hol- land Gty News, a newspaper printBritish ' physiologistshave been relief.
true copy:
“I have done my very best to serve
ed and circulated in aald county.
Harriet Swart,
“A man's a damn fool to go up BlauwkampLot 7 Cedar Swamp land City News, a newspaper printinterested in the splendidhealth of
CORA VANDE WATER,
ed and circulatedIn saiu County.
Register of Probate.
in
a
plane
like, Schapansky’s," Twp. Holland; John Van Regenyou faithfully and well”
a nine-year-old
boy who weighs 69
Judge
of Probate.
CORA
VANDE
WATER,
muttered Gentry, referrinu to the motrer & wf. To Frederick J. R.
A
true copy:
pounds and is 4 feet 4 inches tall.
Judge
of
Probate.
home-made contraptionswhich the Frundt & wf. Lot 2 Vander Yen’s
Harriet Swa
Medical authorities have termed young farmer hammers together. Subd. Lots 6, 6, & 7 Blk 8 Add. A true copy:
Expires Sept llr
Register offprol
Probate.
PRIMARIES SEPT. 13
Harriet
Swart,
Holland;
Dina
Landman
To
ClarSchapansky — who soloed and
the lad the most nearly perfectin
Register
of Probate.
MORTGAGE
SALE
ence
W.
Wilkins
&
wf.
WV4
Lot
10
health of any within their exper- crashed the first time in a junked
Expires Oct. 1
DefsdU having been made in the
Jenny biplane with a model T Blk. C West Add. Holland; Albert
ience.
motor after only three flying les- Kuiper & wf. To Harold Nagelkirk
Expires Nov. 12
ORDER OF PUBLICATIONON
The boy’s parents have brought sons — retorted:
& wf. Lots 104, 105, 106 West Park
BILL TO QUIET
“I’m a good flier. They don't Add. Twp. Holland; Henry J. Kroll
him up on a diet in which there
MORTGAGE SALE
UNDER STATUTE
wife, to the Council of Hope Colet
al
To
Theodore
Van
Zanden
A
is no meat, fish, eggs or bread. give an ambitious young man a
Default having been made In the
lege, a corporation of Holland,
break in aviationany more. How wf. Lot 25 Riverside Add. Twp.
Every day before breakfastthe boy
conditions of certain mortgages
Michigan, on the 80th day of Augfar do you think the Wright Holland.
STATE OF MICHIGAN
walks 10 miles.
signed and executed by Carl Shaw
uat, 1902, which said mortgage was
Brothers and Lindbergh would
and Eva L Shaw, his wife, aa folThe English are notably fond of have gone if they’d got caught in
THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE recorded in the officeof the Regislows:
Expires September 24
ter of Deeds for Ottawa County,
walking. Even so, a ten-milejaunt this red tape!"
COUNTY OF OTTAWA
Michigan, on the 2nd day of SepGentry
STATE OF MICHIGAN
tientry said
sam that
mat most of
oi the
IN
CHANCERY
First:
That
mortgage
dated
Ocbefore breakfast is quite a walk,
* .....
tember, 1902, in Liber 70 of MortIn the Circuit Court for the Countime Schapansky flies
directly down
<
tober
10,
1914, to Martin Dykema
comparablewith the distance to a highway, so when he crashe
es he
ty of Ottawa in Chancery.
gagee on page 228, on which there
of Holland, Michigan,as mortwhere PEOPLES STATE BANK OF gagee, recorded on October 13, Sadie Palmer,
is claimed to be due at the time
Zeeland and back, before sitting will be in a convenientplace w
of this notice for principal and inPlaintiff,
down to a single slice of pineapple, his wife can pick him up in her HOLLAND, a Michigan banking 1914, in Liber 111 of Mortgages,
corporation,as Trustee under Detereet the sum of Five Hundred
Page 631, in the office of the Regwhich is this boy’s morning meal. car.
positors’ Agreement providing for
Alexander C. Mitchell, Cyren Thirty-one and 20/100 ($681.20)
ister of Deeds of Ottawa Countv;
Few Americans, especiallythose ALLEGAN COUNTY FAIR
the reorganization
of Peoples State
and which said mortngo was duly Burdick and Matthew Mitchell, as dollars,
REPUBUCAN CANDIDATE FOR who live in big citiee, walk very
Bank of Holland, uated June 28, assigned to Albert H. Meyer on trustees,of Black River Harbor Default having also been made
TICKET NOW ON SALE
in the conditions of a certain mortmuch. Most of us sit much of the
October 26, 1919, by assignment association.
' *
AT REDUCED PRICES 1933, Plaintiff,
Matthew Mitchell, James S. Bos- gage signed and executed by Eija
vs.
recorded in said Register of Deeds’
day, in automobiles,in offices,yea,
Family tickets and membership PEOPLES STATE BANK OF office on October 14, 1920, In Li- worth, William S. Driggs, Hosea B. Scheerhoornand M talks Scheerand at bridge tables.
HOLLAND, a Michigan banking ber 97 of Mortgages,Page 454; Huston, James Millen, Paul Mitch- loorn, his wife, to the Council of
tickets for the Allegan County
Like everythingelse, perfect Fair, which will be held this year corporation,in its individualcor- and which said mortgage waa duly ell, Jr., Jonas White, Edith Hunt- Hope College, a corporation of
For Ottawa and Muskegon Counties health is not obtained unless one
from September 20 to 24 inclusive porate capacity, and EMERSON J. assigned to Fred Ter Haar and ington, George Huntington, Charles Holland,Michigan, on the 26th day
Huntington, Judson E. Rice Hiram
works for it and sacrifices for it. are now on sale at various points LEDDICK, DICK VAN LENTE, Mary Ter Haar. his wife, or to the Rogers, William W. Whitemore. Ell- of September, 1006, which laid
At Primary, September13
BEN A. MULDER, HENRY C. survivor of either, on October 23,
mortgage was recorded in the ofin
the
county
and
may
be
purchasAbroad, Americans have a reputaKRA- 1922, by assignmentrecorded in cur Hopkins, Lyman Mower, Alex- fice of the Register of Deeds for
ed from merchants at a saving STEKETEE, ISAAC
tion for being restless and nervous over the regular admission price KER, CHETTIE MURPHY, JA- said Register of Deeds' office on ander Jenkins, Cyren Burdick, Is- Ottawa County, Michigan on the
Former Grcult Judge for
COB VAN ANROOY, LOUIS NA- October 26, 1922, in Liber 97 of rael Foote, Jan Van Putten, Jacob 7th day of October, 1905 in Liber
in habit and manner. Maybe we when Fair gates ooen.
B. Bailey, George Staasey,William 78 of Mortgageson page 139, on
Muskegon County, 1918 to 1936
BERHUIS, SIMON J. DOGGER, Mortgages, Page 655.
The
advance
sale
of
Fair
tickets
are at the time too lazy, too selfMcKay, Henry H. Barrow. Edmund which there Is claimed to he due
JOHN
HULST,
SR.,
NICHOLAS
during the last four years has
Second: That mortgage dated Prion, or their unknown nelrs, deindulgent to stir up our systems
SPRIETSMA,
Treasurer
of
Ottaat the time of this notice for prinproved very popular because of the
April 16, 1923, to Fred Ter Haar visees, legatees and assigns,
and give Nature the chance to make savings involved and many thou- wa County, Michigan and MRS.
cipal and interest the sum of One
Also Senator for Ottawa and
and Mary Ter Haar, his wife, or
Defendants.
Hundred four and 45/100 ($104.45)
Muskegon Counties, 1911-12
us as healthy as we might be.
sands have been sold at these ad- LOUISE HUIZENGA, Defendants. to the survivor of either, of HolNo. 4270.
At a session of said Court held at dollan. and upon which mortgages
vance sales.
land, Michigan, aa mortgagees, reON corded op May 1, 1923, in said the Court House in the City of there is also due the sum of Two
The regular admissionat the ORDER FOR
gate is 35 cents, but family tickets TRUSTEE'S PETITION FOR IN- Register of Deeds’ office,in Liber Grand Haven, in said County, on Hundred Sixty-sixand 49/100
BUTTER AND EGG MAN
are on sale in groups of four and a STRUCTION8 AND PUBLICA- 140 of Mortgages, on Page 7.
the 24th day of August. A.D., 1938. ($266.49)dollars which said mortSMASHES UP IN HIS
TION
saving of 10 cents per ticket can
Present:Hon. Fred T. Miles, Cir- gagee has paid for taxes upon the
Third:
That
mortgage
dated
HOME-MADE PLANE be made by buying in advance. At a Sessionof the Circuit Court
property covered by said mortJune 29, 1927, to Thos. H. Marsilje cuit Judge.
Four tickets, or J1.00 worth, must for said County of Ottawa, held at of Holland, Michigan,aa mortOn reading and filing the Bill of gages, and an attorney fee as proH. Schapansky, the butte r-and- be bought at one time to take ad- the Courthouse in the City of gagee. recorded on July 20, 1927, Complaint in said cause and the vided in said mortgages, and no
egg farmer of Oklahoma, who vantage of this offer, but any num- Grand Haven, Michigan, on the in Liber 136 of Mortgages,on Affidavit of Gerrit W. Kooyers at- suit or proceedings at law having
pilots his home-made planes to ber greater than four may be pur- 25th day of August, 1938.
Page 380, in the office of said Reg- tached thereto, from which it satis- been Instituted to recover the monPRESENT, THE HON. FRED T. ister of Deeds; and which i
factorily appears to the Court ies secured by said mortgages,
one-point landings— on the nose— chased at 25 cents each.
The sale closes Saturday, Sep- MILES, CircuitJudge.
mortgage was duly assigned to that the defendants above named, NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
has been grounded.
Plaintiff having filed a bill of
“He’s a menace to that whole tember 17.
Fred Ter Hear on January 14, 1928, or their unknown heirs, devisees, that by virtue of the power of sale
Tickets may be used by any per- complaint in the nature of a peti- by assignmentrecorded January legatees and assigns, are proper contained in said mortgages and
section of the state," said J. M.
Gentry, State safety commission- son and each strip of four will ad- tion praying instructionsrespect- 23, 1928, in Liber 141 of Mort- and necessaryparties defendant in the statutein such case made and
provided on Monday, the 26th day
er, as he ordered Schapansky to mit four people at one time or ing performance of its duties in- gages. Page 228, in aald Regis- the above entitled cause, and;
It further appearing that after of September, A.D., 1938, at one
stay out of the air because he has permit one person to enter four volvingtrust relations under an ex- ter of Deeds’ office.
times. These ticketsmay also be press trust, and it appearing from
diligent search and inquiry it can- o’clockin the afternoon, Eastern
no pilot’s license.
of
Neighbor fanners, accustomed used in paying for the parking such bill or petition that personal And whereby the power of sale not be ascertained,and it is not Standard Time, the undersigned
contained
in
said
mortgages
has
charge for automobilesor for serviceupon all of the beneficiarknown whether or not said defend- will, at the North front door or the
ies of said trust, being holders of become operative,snd no suit or ants are living or dead, or where Court House in the city of Grand
grandstand attendance.
Candidate ior
tickets are also offer- Certificates of Participation
issued proceeding at law having been in- any of them may reside if living, Haven, Michigan,sell at public
NOTICE OF REPUBLICAN |edMembership
at reduced prices. Membership uader the provisionsof a Deposi- stituted to recover the debts se- and, if dead, whether they have auction to the highest bidder the
COUNTY CONVENTION
tickets are not transferablebut
tors’ Agreement dated June 28, cured by said mortgages, or any personal representativesor heirs premises described in said mortRegister of Deeds
mit the person to whom they are 1933, providing for the reorganiza- part thereof, and there is claimed living or wnere they or some of gages, or so much thereof as may
issued for each of the five days of tion of Peoples State Bank of Hol- to be due on the date hereof the them may reside, and further that be necessary to pay the amount
oi Ottawa County on the
The Ottawa County Republican the Fair. The membership ticket land, a Michigan
banking corpdra- total sum of $2,626.36for princi- the present whereaboutsof said due on said mortgageswith Inter:n
RepublicanTicket
Convention will be held in the has the advantageof permitting tion, within this State will be im- pal and interest, composed by the Defendants are unknown,and that est and taxes, together with all
Court House in the City of Grand the holder to leave the grounds and possible, impracticalor unduly bur- amount due on the separate mort- the names of the persons who are legal costs and said attorney fees,
“I hope on this occasion you
Haven on Wednesday, Sept. 21, re-enter upon the same ticket. The densome by reason of the multipli- gages in the order set forth above, includedtherein without being the premisesbeing described as
can give me your kind con1938 at 2:00 P. M. for the purpose membership ticket also makes the city of the number of said certi- for principal and interest, First $1,- named, but who are embraced follows:
siderationat the Primaries,
of electing delegatesto the Repub- holder a member of the Allegan ficate holders, the absence of some 302.70; Second $720.80; Third $602- therein under the title of unknown
Part of Lot two (2) in Block
Tuesday, Sept 13.”
lican State Convention to be held County AgriculturalSociety,with of them from this State, or other- 86, and attorney fees as provided heirs, devisees,legatees and assixty-three(63) in city of Holin the City of Grand Rapids on the privilege of voting at the meet- wise; and it appearing to the Court in said mortgages;
signs, cannot be ascertainedafter
land, more particularlydescribMonday, Oct 3, 1938 and for the ing of members. Membership that the purpose of such bill or peNow Therefore,notice is hereby diligent search and inquiry;except ed as the West fifty (50) feet in
transactionof such other business ticketsare on sale at $1.00 each tition is to obtain the instructions given that pursuant to the statute that it appears that George Huntwidth of said lot, situated in the
ay be properly brought up be- at the same places that have fami- and directions of this Court as re- and said power of sale in said ington ana Charles Huntington are
city of Holland, Ottawa County,
ly tickets.
spects the power of the plaintiff mortgagescontained,for the pur- non-residentsof Michigan and are
fore the Convention.
Michigan.
o
The varioustownships and wards
under the Depositors’ Agreement pose of satisfyingthe sums due on residents of North Dakota.
THE COUNCIL OF
referredto above to borrow money said mortgages, the costs and
will be entitled to representation DIP NETS ARE LEGAL
HOPE COLLEGE,
On motion of Gerrit W. Kooyers,
IN SOME OF OUR RIVERS from Reconstruction Finance Cor- charges of said sale, and any taxes
Mortgagee.
as follows:
Attorney for Plaintiff,it is ordered
Dip netting for carp, suckers, poration for the purpose of con- and insurance premiums paid be- that said Defendants and their un- Lokker A Den Herder,
Allendale ............................................
J
Attemeys for Mortgagee.
Blendon ..............................................
* smelt, dogfish and gar pike in non- summating the plan for the pay- fore the date of said sale by the known heirs, devisees, legatees and
Business Addreas:
Chester ..............................................
-J trout rivers and streams and in ment of a final trustee’s dividend mortgagee, or assignee, the said assigns, cause their appearance to
designated waters is legal until and the termination of the trust, mortgages will be foreclosed by be entered in this cause within
Holland, Michigan.
Crockery............................................
J
Georgetown ....................................
6 May 15 when the season closes. It aa set forth in the body of plain- sale of the premises to the highest three months from the date of this Dated: June 23, 1988.
Grand Haven Township ...........
8 Is unlawful to dip net other species. tiff’s bill of complaint,and its fur- bidder at public auction on the 18th order, and in default thereof that
— other power to mortgage and pledge day of November,1988, at two o’- said bill of complaint be taken as
Holland Township ........................
11
SOUTH OTTAWA REAL ESTATE all of the assets of the trust fund clock in the afternoon of aaid day, confessed by the said Defendants, Lasting
Jamestown ........................................
^
the Stars
TRANSFERS
created under the Depoaitora’at the north front door of the their unknown heirs, devisees, legaOlive ....................................................
£
Moat
beautiful
tribute
to one deAgreement,except cash and cur- court house in the City of Grand tees and assigns;
Park, 1st Precinct ..........................
2
Frederick Van Wieren & wf. To rent exchange, to secure said loan, Haven, Michigan.
parted
b
the
offering
that
expecte
Park, 2nd Precinct ..........................
4
It Is further ordered that within
Les J. Meyer & wf. Pt. SW«4
and it appearing furtherthat plainSaid premises are described as twenty days Plaintiff cause a copy no reward save its own evidence
Polkton ............................................
12
M Sec. 25-5-16 Twp. Park; Elte tiffs’ bill of complaint also prays follows:
Port Sheldon ....................................
2
of this Order to be publishedin the of listing worth. Whether simple
Westenbroek
wf. To Russell that if the Coart shall not grant
••••3
The following described land Holland City News, a newspaper or imposing in character, memorial
- Holland, Michigan, August 17, 1938
Henry Smitter & wf. Pt. WV4 NE relief aa aforesaid,it shall decree
and premises, situated in the City printed, published, and circulated
J
WHEREAS, the owners of the property abutting on the al- Spring Lake ....................................
Sec. 24-5-15 Twp. Holland; that an exigency has arisen not
Tallmadge
..........................................
of Holland, County of Ottawa, in said County, such publicationto problems of yours become
ley in Block 17, Southwest Addition, except West 88 feet, in
from the day yoa consultat.
contemplated at the time of the
State of Michigan, viz: All that be continued therein once in each
creationof the trust by the afore- part of lots eleven and twelve in week for six weeks in succession.
the City of Holland, situated and being between 15th and Zeeland ...............
J
mentionedDepositors’Agreement, Block fourteen of the South16th Streets, and running from Maple Avenue toWashmg- Grand Haven, 1st Ward ................
FRED T. MILES,
5
Durward B. Thompson A wf. Lot and that as a result thereof, plainCircuit Judge.
Grand
Haven,
2nd
Ward
......
.........
7
ton Blvd., except West 88 feet thereof,have petitionedthe
6 Blk. 41 Holland; Henry E. Van tiff possesses the power and auland, which is bounded
line Countersigned:
Grand Haven, 3rd Ward ................
10
Council to vacate, discontinue and abolish said alley,
To John Sloothaak thority to borrow money from Rebeginning at a point on the
WILLIAM WILDS,
Haven, 4th Ward ................
6 Kampen et al T
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Common Grand
Sec. 20-5-15 Twp. construction Finance Corporation
A wf. Pt.
south line of said lot eleven,
Clerk of CircuitCourt.
Grand aHven, 6th Ward ................
6
Holland;
Hendrikus
Maneschuyn
for
the
purposes
mentioned
above
Council of the City of Holland, deem it advisable to vacate, Holland City, 1st Ward .......... —.11
Take notice,that this suit, in
one hundred fifty feet east from
To Peter J. Kooiker & wf. EK and alsp possesses the power and
the southwest corner of lot ten, which the foregoingorder was duly
discontinue and aboUsh the alley lying between 15th and Holland City, 2nd Ward .............
...3
authority
to
pledge
and,
mortgage
Sec. 17-6-15 Twp. Olive;
in said block fourteen. Running made, involves and is brought to
10
16th Streets, and running from Maple Avenue to Washing- Holland Gty, 8«! Ward ................
John A. Van Key A wf. To Nicho- all of the assets of the 'trust, exthence east along the south line quiet title to the following de11
ton Blvd., except West 88 feet thereof, describedas follows: Holland Gty, 4th Ward ................
las Lanning A wf. Pt SW frl. cept cash and current exchange, as of said lots, fifty feet. Thence scribed piece or parcel of land sitHolland Gty, IJth Ward ................
14
K Sec. 16-5-16 Twp. Park; Charles security for aaid loan.
north to the north line of said uated and being in the Townshipof
~.ll
Lots 1 to 8 inclusive and Lota 11 to 18 inclusive, with Holland Gty, 6th Ward .............
___ Ry
I *
_PH
V. Van
THEREFORE,
)RE, IT
IT IS ORDER- lot twelve. Thence west fifty Holland, County of Ottawa, State
F. Van
wf. To Henry V.
Zealand Gty
...............
.....U...18
Ry
A
wfLot
18
Blk.
G
Bosman’s
ED,
that
the
24th
day
of
Septem* the exception of the West 5Vfc feet of lots 8 and 11, in
feet Thence south to the place of Michigan, describedas follows,
197
Add. Holland; Bessel Vande Bunte ber, next, at 9:80 o’clock in the
beginning. Said premises are to^wit:
By order of the Republican To Cornelius Graven goed* et al Pt. forenoon,at said Courthouse be ap- of
Block 17, Southwest Addition to the City of HoUand.
subject to easement for use of
AU thatt part of the North
County Committee.
EK WK
Sec. 16-5-16 Twp. pointed for hearing the petition of
a passage or driveway reserved one-half (NK) of the Northwest
And the common Council of the City of Holland, hereby apJack Sweeney,Chairman; HoUand; Jurian R. Hoeksema A plaintiff Trustee, and it’ is further in deed given to John Van Als- quarter (NJ
NWK) of the Southeait
William Wilds, Secretory.wf. To Marinua Van Tatenhove Sr. ORDERED that a copy of this OrSectionEighteen
burg and recorded in Liber 408, quarter (SEK)' of
points Wednesday,September 21, at 7 :80 P. M., in the Coun<
der
be
published
once
each
week
A
wf.
Pt
Lots
5,
6.
7
Blk.
B
Add.
page 518, in Register'soffice.
Five "(5) North,
Dated at: Grand Haven, Michigan,
cil Rooms of the City Hall as the time and place when the
Holland; Blanche Sheldon et al To for three (3) successive weeks Dated August 24 tL 1988.
Rage Fifteen P(ll) ^West lying
July 16th, 1988.
Willard A. Cobb Pt Lot 11 A Pt previousto said time of hearing,in
FRED TER HAAR,
Commofi Council will meet to hear objectiqna to same.
East of the highway formerly calfLot. 12 Blk. 85 HoUand; Chria A. the Holland City News, a newa- Surviving Assignee of Mortgagees, ed the Allegan, Muskegon and
Reidsma A wf. To Tracy Schultz paper printed and circulatedin
Traverse Bay State Road; except
and Surviving Mortgagee.
Jarrett N. Clark waa )adge advoBy order of the Common Council
Sec. 9-5-16 said County of Ottawa.
DIEKEMA, CROSS A TEN CATE, the North Ten Acres Thereof.
cate for the 66th Artillery. A-E.F. et hi Pt 'UK
FRED T. MILES,
GERRIT W. KOOYERS,
Attorneys for Surviving
g Assii
Assignand ha served for twenty months in Twp. Park; Jacob Zuldema A
CircuitJudge.
To Donald J. Crawford A wf. Pt.
Attorney for Plaintiff.
Mortgagees and Surviving
the
World
War.
He
has
had
conOscar Peterson, City Clerk.
Business Address:
sidenMe experience In delinquent Lot 1 Village of Harrington, Rol- A TRUE COPY
WILLIAM WILDS,
and ; aKtherine S. Weier To George
Address:
29 West 8th St,
leasee. Ho will make a good ProseCounty
...
Holland, Michigan.
E. MerrUl A wf. Pt NW frl K
Holland, Michigan,
(citing Attorney^—PoL Adv.
The Probate Court

for the Coun-
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son of Mr. and Mrs. P. Vander come pastor of Fourth Reformed Funeral serviceswere held topropoaed to hava this muiaom be •
Among applicationsfor build- Michaely,who leelo to erect a
Communicatiom From
Leek, 250 West 16th St. They will church.
day in Fremont for Harry Broupermanent home to a collection ing permits filed with City Clerk ble garage at 227 W. 19th
Dr* Henry Beettf LL. D. of all kinds of objects pertaining Oscar Peterson if one by Peter a cost of $850.
be married next spring.
Bob Powers has returned from wer, 48, who died on Labor Day at
to the pioneers and the pioneer
Officers elected at the Heyboer California, where he spent the his Fremont home. Burial took
Local firemen were called early family reunion held at Tunnel
period of our colony. We already
757 Madison, 8. E.
aummer with his mother, and will place in Fremont The deceased
Tuesday to the home of Simon Dy Park, Labor Day, include: presiGrand Rapids, Mich. nave the beginning of a splendid
resume his studies at Hope Col- was at one time a resident in Holkema,( 152 West 19th St., to ex- dent, John Heyboer, Benton Harcollection in our Netherlands
September 1, 1938
lege as soon as the local college land. Survivors are the widow,
tinguish a blaze resulting from the bor; secretary,Peter Rookus, Bay
Museum. But only a beginning.
Mrs. Fannie Brouwer;a son, Har- Editor,
opens for the fall term.
explosion of an oil stove in the City; and treasurer, Larry Van
It may become, in course of
vey, at home; and two brothers, THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Harrington
basement of the home. No damage Haitsma, Zeeland.
time, one of the great attractions
Edward
J. Brouwer and Nick Brou- Holland, Michigan
and son, Phillip, have returned
was reported.
of Holland City, like it* Tulip Festiwer, both Holland residents.
Dear Sir:
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ramaker, from Conference Point, Lake Genval. And now is the time to realize
Robert Rich, graduate of HolThe
property-owners
of
Holland,
eva, Wis., where Phillip worked
in brick and mortar what ao long
land high school in the class of 251 Columbia Ave., announce the
Mich.,
wiU
vote
Sept.
18th
on
a
birth of a daughter, Elaine June. the past summer, and where Mrs.
'38, son of E. B. Rich, East SevDr. and Mrs. Chester Van Apple- Harrington was counsellor.
Bids on compensationinsurance will be received
enth St., has enrolledin the AmFoiled,
don’t let this unusual opportunity’
dom
and son, Carl, and Miss HenServices at Central Ave. Chriserican Academy of Art at ChicaLibrary-Museum building. VSE
Whjle
the office of the Board of County Road Commission
sup by. Uur
^ov
vemmen will not
Our government
rietta Hietbrink, are on a two tian Reformed Shurch Sunday were
not a citizen of Holland, I am slip
go, HI., for the fall term.
always be willing to make such an
weeks’ vacation motor trip to Den- conducted by the Rev. G. Van lAar
deeply interestedin the affairs of
ers of Ottawa County, 6th and Adams Streets, Gi
James Haasjes, 130 East 13th ver, Colorado, and other points of Willard, Ohio, and the Rev. S.
offer of
of practically
practicall making a presthe city and in the current issue of
St, and Herman De Jong, also of west.
ent
to
one
people
of
half
the
exFopma of Noordeloos.
Haven, Michigan, until 9 o'clock a. m., Eastern Stan
the Missionary Monthly, I have
pends. Moreover, it will mean work
East 13th St., were treatedat Holexpressed my aentiments on this
Mrs. A. J. De Vries, 440 College
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
H.
Mulder,
249
for those eager to work.
dard Time, Thursday, September 15th, 1938.
land hospital early this week for
matter as follows:
Ave., Friday had as guest at her
Injuries,suffered in an accident, de- West 17th St., spent last week end
May we ere long see a museum
Frequently we have pleaded for
Don’t
forget
our
next
V.F.W.
home
Prof.
John
E.
Winter
of
Mortails of which have not been learn- in Cincinnati,Ohio, with relatives.
the erectionof a statue of Dr. A. erectedthat will be a credit to the
The Rev. and Mrs. Henry Van gantown university,and his son, meeting. Our good comrade Koled.
C. Van Raalte. It hitherto has Holland of today and a memorial
Further information may be obtained at the offi
mar
will
give
us
a
full
report
on
Lawrence, of Morgantown,W. Va.
been
in vain. Perhaps some of our of the Holland that waa, and a
The Rev. and Mrs. Peter Jon- Dyke held open house at their
home on West 15th St., Wednes- The opening of school takes sev- the National Convention.
shrine to our people of succeeding
of the Road Commission at Grand Haven.
ker, Jr., Saturday announcedthe
Comrade Maurice Huyser is con- people have considered such a generations.
day, the occasion commemorating eral from Holland to school duties
monument more ornamentalthan
engagementof their daughter,Miss
fined
in
the
Grand
Rapids
Soldiers’
the 10th anniversary of Rev. Van abroad. Miss Emma Reeverts left
Rev. Henry Beets, LL D.
useful. But on September 13, our
Nella Jonker, to Joe Vander Leek,
Dyke’s coming to Holland to be- for Berea, Kentucky,where she Home hospital. If you can’t get to friends will have an opportunity
Editor, Missionary Monthly,
see him, drop a card.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids, f
o
has charge of a group of girls and
Wojahn and Gommers were at to vote on something useful, as well Week end guests of relatives in
is on the facultyof Berea College. the 32nd division (Red Arrow) Re- as a fitting memorialof our pioPolitical Advertising
neers who deserve to be honored. Grand Haven were Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Virginia Kooiker will teach union.
to Holland's Henry Hoffmeyer of Montello Park.
this year in East Ijinsing. Miss
Now that we have the shuffle It will be submitted
Board of County
Commissioner
to bond the city for
BUSINESS M AN FOR CONGRESS Pauline Potter goes back to her game going good, we have a new electrorate
teachng in Flint, Miss Isabelle Van challenge arisen from the ranks. $85,000, as Holland’s contribution "ECONOMY IS AS ESSENTIAL
Ark takes her positionas teacher At a recent cooking daas one of to a $150,000 library-museum pro- IN THE PROSECUTING ATTORof Ottawa County.
Citizens who believe the prinAS ELSEof Mathematics in Sparta High our comrades got away with 27 pan ject, under the P.W.A. program. NEY’S
ciples of business success can be School,Miss Florence Dubbink and cakes, at one sitting, and he now The federalgovernment would pay WHERE. VOTE FOR JARRETT
46 percent of the entire cost. It
N. CLARK.”
applied to governmentwill find an Miss Amanda Zwemer to I^nsing, wants to try for the state chamideal candidate in Tunis Johnson, Miss Alice Ihrman to Muskegon, pionship.
Our Fun Partiesare going good.
who is one of the successfulyoung and Miss Margaret Vander Hart to
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Notice to Bidders
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V.F.W.
Tlewi.

-

Road

OFFICE

manufacturers in Grand Rapids.

Saugatuck.

If you haven’t been there it’s time
the to see what’s going on. Public inElizabethSchuyler Hamilton chap- vited.
ter, D.A.R., the reading room at
the Holland public librarywill be
open each Sunday from 2 to 5 p.m.
until further notice. Mrs. R. F.
Keeler will again be in charge of

Through arrangementsof

SUNDAY DINNER

REMARKABLY LOW PRICES EVERY DAY

the reading room.
Edgar Holkeboer,marimbist, and
George Eby, presenteda marimbachime recital Sunday afternoon at
Rest Lawn Memorial park on the
old Zeeland road.

By CORA ANTHONY
Director of the

AAP

OING

beck to ichool, to many
familiea, means or Beams like
going back to normal. While summer
should be e time of building strong
and illnessresistingbodies,extra care
usually begins with shorter days and
the return to school.
Fruits and vegetables are plentiful
and generally low in price, and meat
prices are little changed, with the exception of fresh pork, which is higher.
Fresh egp are sharply higher, so it
may be well to plan to serve eggs in
cooked dishes rather than alone. Storage eggs are excellent in quality at
this season. Butter prices are un-

VJT

REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
for

PROSECUTINGATTORNEY
Allegan County needs, and ia entitled to, in the office of Prosecutor,
the servicesof an experiencedattorney, one who has actually tried
and won lawsuits.
Promises are easily made before
but to be able to keep
those promises after election is
sometimes difficult
John R. Dethmers, President of
the Prosecutors’ Association of
Michigan, in a letter to me on August 13, 1938, wrote as follows:
WI understand that you are a
candidate for prosecutingattorney. I know that you have the
qualifications
to fill that office
with distinction and I wish you
every success. I am expectingto
get over to Allegan to see you
within a few days. Best of luck
in your campaign."

Tunis Johnson'sparents were
born in The Netherlands and helped establish several Holland benevolent institutions here. He posseses Dutch persistence,conscience
and thrift. His business is successful because it is operated soundly.
The most popular brands of dgars
are manufactured by Johnson,
these includingVan Dam and the
new Burgomaster.

into a campaign for public office,
but they often do. It has been aaid
that I am well off financially.That
la not true. I have taken too many
cases for clients who were unable
to nay me to make myself a finan-

Although not a professional politician, the former mayor knows the
channels for getting quick action
in federal, state and local government. He works smoothly, quietly
and aggressively,not seeking percial success.
sohal honors or publicity. He beI can and will, if nominated, lieve* in practical government pracserve yon faithfullyand well 1 tices. Johnson is a candidate for
earnestlysolidt your support.
the Congressional nominationin
the Democratic primary election.—
Sincerely yours,

CARL

E.

HOFFMAN Adv.

Women are coming to
markets in greater numbers than ever! All because
offers them low prices every day, not merely on
week-ends. And speaking about Low Prices, you’ve just
got to see what we’ve done to prices to fully appreciate
what we mean when we say “VERY Low Prices Every
Day.” We believe in giving real values, marking down
Shopping habits are changing!

WE REDEEM
WELFARE ORDERS

Low Cost Dinner
Lamb

Braised Shoulder

Lean Fresh

PORK ROAST

Onions
Cole Slaw
Bread and Butter
Chocolate Pudding
Tea or Coffee Milk

Medium Cost Dinner
Roast Stuffed Young Chicken
Broccoli
Bread and Butter
Boston Cream Cake (Pie)

Sweet

Potatoes

Tea

or

Very

Coffee Milk

Special Dinner

Appetiser Salad

Howard W. Fant

Roast Lamb Minted Pears
Potatoes Hashed in Cream
Green Peas
Rolls and Butter
Jellied
Cup Cakes

Fruits

Republican Candidate

Coffee

lor

ROUND, SIRLOIN CRAIN FED

BEEF STEAK

HANDED IEEE

TENDER MEATY SHORT

BOILING BEEF

The regular issue of the Woman'a
Day, a monthly publicationsponsored by the Atlantic A Pacific
PRIM ARIES SEPT. 13,1938 Tea Co., is now availableand copies can be secured at 2c each at
any Holland, Ottawa, or Allegan
Your Support Will Be
county A&P food stores. Ask
for your copy.
Appreciated

£

ROAST
3 24-oa

Soft Twist Bread
Pan

Rolli

"-4%.

FRESH HAM ROLLS
SPICED HAM WAF£“ SUCI°

3

21c

lb.

f lb. 9c
^ lb. 23c

y2-lb., ea.

I

Sc

FRESH DRESSED CHICKENS lb. 19c
PERCH FILLETS oS'SJ. 2 lb*. 25c
HADDOCK FILLETS X2i%i\ 2 lb*. 25c

16c

•

LAMB ROAST

Lamb

Spring

Shoulder Cute

Sure Jell Pectin

2 pkgs. 19c

Tomato

2lt 0,

Catsup

Salad Mustard

69c

Crisco

qt.

81.19

Marihnallowi Mb. 19c

Pina paekad thirty Sc
Baker'e Cocoa 2
23c
cant

29c
N”- ’ cent 29c

label 5-lb. can
4

Corbor’s Baby

2 Igt. cans

25e

2 cant 25e
3 cans

25c

4 cans 29c
4 cans 25c

PURI
RIFINKD

Paanut Butter

^

Splendid

Flour

2-lb. Jar

21o

’ 24i/2lbs.49o

Flour

pkf. 23c

tigarod doz.10e

Chips

«-lb.box25o

75c*
41c

_ ’Sir- __
C0TRITEWAXPAPER2
25c

Argo Clots
Eiglo

39c
can 10c

Food

Soap

2-lb. loaf

15*
25c

Clapp's Baby

Doughnuts, plain or

Borden’s Cheese

2 lbs.
3 pkgs.

Mod
Soup
Food i

100 Ibi. $1.10

16%

Egg Math

Roll. picked eight 10c
Relit picked tlx 8c

Scucc

r

Peaches
Soup

100lbi.S1.75

Dairy Food.

Clotbea

Apple

Iona

f

2 lbs. 14*

%

Swantdown Cake

WHITE FLOUR 24!ilb«.

"b-

Del Malz Niblets

100 lbs. 11.45

25c

cm 49e

a-ib. bag

Scratch Food

2 lbs. 43c

Karo Syrup, Blue

COFFEE

37c

3 cant 10c

Campfire

17c

I

WolverineRusk

3y4-oz.|ar10c

2 cane

2{-||,ka(

Cnckert ^
Graham Crackers \ J

Quean Olivas

Sardines in Oil

mum,..

16-oz. |ar

3-lb.

Soda

10c

tall can

Tuna

Sjp,

Pure Preserve*

each 21c

50c

\

2 Ige. 15e

Caspball's

2-lb. can

\

\

LAR

M

\ 24y2lb$.79c

Corn Flikeo. Sunnyfield

25c

4 cant 25c

\

Pkg.lOc

lb.

Peas-Tomatoes

Hour

Wheatiei V

Heinz

Vrlb. 35c

24tt lbs.

Spry

25c

Corn-GreenBeans

9c

Gold Medil

12‘~ cant

4 cans 25c

Hills Bros. Coffee

6 boxes 17c

Fish, Sultana

3

Salads Black Tea

Reakerg

C

Tf-,w••,

HouseholdMatches

Ylonn*

amazing

half-gallon 19c

roll* 1

2 tall cant

,2~ cans 25c

6

Green Tea, bulk

29c

49c

8 O'CLOC

•

NORTHERN TISSUE 4

LILY

this

25c

Orange Juice

46-oz. can 25c

Bokar Coffee

f:

3-lb. cm

Dill Pickles

2 l4~ bottles15c

10c

qllOe

Tomato Juice

cans37c

Page

Red Salmon

Bondi I

Brown Sugar

12c

58-oz. ]ar 25c

Pink Salmon

C57I3

15c

lb*.

19c

10 lbs. 49c

lb.

pkg. 29c

Powder

3 doz.

gal.

3 pkgs. 14c

Brooms. Clean Sweep

4

Jar Rubbers

GOOD 3

SURE

Pineapple Juice

•1531713

27c

1.

flour

25c . PILLBURY’S

loaves

doz.

doz.

Salad Dressing, Ann

7 Tube A.

*.

MILD SUGAR CURED,
ANY SIZE PIECE
DRY SALT SACKS

PORK

2 bottles 19c

,

Apple Butter

with

SALT

Morgan's Pectin

in- 31c

Jars. Quarts

Caluinet Baking

—

10c

Mason Jar Tops

1

Butter, Country Roll

Bisquick

13 Tube A. C. Consolel

lb.

10c

lb.

Jello-Royal Dessert

Automatic Tuning!

SLAB BACON

doz. 5c

Keyko Oleo

OLEO

Control!

26c

Milk

Prosecuting Attorney

T

RIIS

lb.

FRESH CHOFRED
GROUND BEEF
2 lbs. 25c
STEW OR IRAZE
LAMB BREAST
lb. 8c
SMALL LEAN,
HOCKLESS PICNICS SUGAR
lb. 18c
CUREb
SLICED BACON * * CCLl° FACKA6E 2 pkgs. 25c
BACON SQUARES M,LD SUCA* CUIED lb. 15c

BEEF

Lean Round
Bone Cuts

PORK STEAK

Picnics

Potatoes Carrots

Mason

3

AND CASH
WPA CHECKS

Holland, Michigan

Cider Vinegar

-

!

RIVER AVE. & TENTH ST.

Fresh Eggs, in Cartons

World Range

money in your pocketi
know how much they save at A&P markets. You’ll find
out the true meaning of Low Prices the very first
you visit us. Don’t put off coming. You serve yourself.
You get a printed receipt for your purchases.And my,
what big bargains you’U take home. Come!
Copr. 1938 by Graot A&P Tm Co.

everything, to put

A&P
A&P

WisconsinCbeoie

Ntw Remote

A»P

TO

changed.
Here are menus which especially
keep in mind children’sneeds.

election,

Tunis Johnson's years of work in
civic enterprises and at the city hall
have shown him to be a sincere protector and helper of those who need
No person. Attorney or Judge has assistance. He favors practical asquestionedmy ability as an Attor- sistancefor the aged, disabledand
ney. Personalities should not enter unfortunate.

MOVE HUNDREDS TO CHANGE

Kitchen

SUrch

Bned

Milk

~

”

1-lb.,

kg.

8c

can

18c

_____

Stoloy’o Cobo
Hiloz

Stirek

Ketchup

'

3-lS.olzoifc

H-oz. bottle 19c

Supenedi, Coneentritid 2lge.35e Snowdrift Shortening

3-lb. tin

49e

loniCeeoe

2-lb. can

15e

Filry

Seep

ScakialOe

Cryatal White Seep, eietd. 8 ken
Trlplt Caka Tollat

Cold
Fill

Naptha Flakea

4 r.

APPLES

10

Mecironl

Soap ScakialOe Iona

Diet

WHITEHOUSE MILK

29c

Igc. pkg.

17c

2 Iga.

37c

Port

&

b.B.C. Pride

Beam

4"b cana19e

Auartmcnt

Sparkle Dcciert

23c . COFFEE

4lba.2Se

CHASB

“

“
lb.23e

3 pkgs. 10c

&

SANBORN

MADELEINE CARROLL
tfar of

Waltw Wangw'i film,

"Blockade", litfenilo

$29.95

her

Akime Radio.

COMPARE WITH ANY $175 SET
America’s Finest Radio

In

Every

Way

You'll Find It

I

Ton’d pay $175 elsewhere for auch majesticbeauty
—each thrilliai; performance I Exciting new Remote
Control . • yon tone your favorite etations from
your easy chair! Antomatic Tuning
. juet path a
button t A 20* epeaker, High Fidelity and Auto• matic Bate Beoiter to bring you "lifelike” tonal
The biggeet dollar’* worth of radio in 1939!
.

.

950 Radio Value

a
!

jt
'

Yon’ve never eeen inch a low price for a radio like
thial Only a treaeadoug order to a leading mannfactnrer made it poeeible!There’llbe no more at
such savings when thee* ar# gone! All the leading
features i World range! Full Ring* Jon* Control!
Full-ViaionDial! Don’t miss it! '

I

GRAPES
ONIONS

,ANCY

michwan

PEACHES
.

T—

^

•

r:

I

3188

25

EAST EIGHTH STREET

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

ORANGES

2 *«.

39c

lbs.

u. i. no.

for

U. B. No. 1
Alberta*

"AU Prkn Sublet

to

LOW PRICE

6

...

ISc

Cbrngi Owly wttb Cktutit h tb* Merkit*

OWN BO AND OPBBATBD BY

EVERYDAY

•

Ha*.

Montgomery Ward SUPER
PHONE

29c

,0“" 3 20c SWEET POTATOES ^ HAU 6 la*. 19c
i IQ 15 c CELERY mich^ Hum bunch Sc
i pMkSSc SQUASH iaw oubni t. J 10c

tiliow, u. i no.

POTATOES

$4.00 a month, down payment, v

.o.

^ THE QRBAT ATLANTIC A PACIFIC TBA OO.

AP

MARKET
SELF-SERVICE

